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re b e e n c o n v e r t e d
Wise conversions make strong libraries.
Strong libraries malie miss scLolara.
And thus
"The doors of wisdom are never shut."

I stated the American Philosophical Society in 1143. Our
!ihrary still houses many of the books from my own press, and
&onsands of singular first editions such as Darwin's Origin Of
Species and Kewton's Principia. Converticg our extraordinary
200-year-old collection required extraordinary ilexibility.
Though your books may not be as rare as the boob Loused here
at the Philosophical Society, Brodart Aatomation treats t L m
as though they are. Their customized retrospective ccnversior,
service gives you a database as valuable as your collection.
Make Brodart Automation your educated choice. Aker ail,
'Well doze is better thaa well said." #
A

Y

I appreciate the person&zed service from

roda art's conversion stag
and &e care thst *Ley Lave taken
with oux records, manv ol whch are
unique, and diSicuit to decipLer.
The quality o&their work
has far exceeded our expectations.
- Dr. A l i s a n Lewis,
A m e r i c a n Phiiosophical S o c i e t y

500 &ch S k e e t , WiOilli+rr.sport, PA 17205

33-8462, ext. 6581. Fax: 510-321-9232

.

-odart.co~e-=ail: salesL&t@brodsrt.com

mluru.inforrnatiun~~tI06h.c~m
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The Virtual Association: An Ongoing Strategy
Since the creation of SLA's web site in 1996, the asscciation has been committed to
developing a virt.dal association where members can access products and services
globally and equitably 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Read about the status of
SLA's efforts and where we're headed in 2000 and beyond.

SLA in Philadelphia 2000: Sneak Preview
"Independenceto Interdependence: The h'ext Phase in the Information Revolution" is
the theme for SLA's ninety-frrst annual conference that will be held in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, USA on June 10-15,2000. Gather useful informatior: on CE courses,
new events, and several of Phiiy's tourist attractions.

Financial Information Resources for Special Librarians
Information professionals are often called upon to find financial information quickly.
Di Su has organized some useful sites that you should bookmark for your endeavors.

Executive Outlook
Yo On: is an island

Making News
Strategic Learning Outlook
Learrhg :is E Matter of Priric@e: Part I

lRC Notes
IRC Tzkees C~o~troi
cf Web Coritent Managenent

Communications Outlook
\#\%ereis "i3ur Coapass %king You?

Money Matters

%A's General z d Snbsidiary Funds, Cid You Know That...

The Cutting Edge
\fisuaI web Browser--Creatkg a iD Interactive Space for Web Na7igatic~

Copyright Corner
Copyright: The Digit2 Oilenma

47 Marketplace
47 Coming Events
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Don'', Miss These Great karn'ar-rg
Oppwtarrities D~rirrgSLKs Anrrua$
Canf erm$
?~bIsher: David fi, Bender
Senior Edit12 8oagIas l Newcomb
Managkg E&ctc:: S u m M Ziougkfoa
man-b@sla.org

Assistant Editor:

Apryl Yatesilohnsen
aptyl@ila orc

L2yS"t &L Desig;?: Rle:issa C. bwbbsri
AdveKiiing: Vwian Cohen
8& 1-301-913-3622

More than 35 high-quality CE courses will be offered June 18, I1 and
15, 2000.

fax: 1-301-869-8668
viv~an@skorg

fnfofmalion 0 u B ~ o P(ISSK 1091-08%) is the
monKiy, award-winning p~Yia.tionof the Special Ssparies Associakm, !700 Eightee~th
Streer. NW,Waskhgoc DC 20009-2514 Te!
1-202-234-4700, ex!. 674 9 Fax 1-232-265931 7 e-mac: mgazice@sia.xg.
Register by May 1 to receive the early bird rate on CE Course tuiiion
Special Z ~ r x i e shsocizlicn assumes no refor the 2000 Annnal Conference in Philadelphia.
sponsibility fcr ti..€ s';tlemenls zr,C opin!ocs
advanced by the ccctrib:itors to the
zssociation's pubUcation. E6i!orizl views Co not
Don't miss out on these outstandkg learning opportunties I
necesszily repixsent the oEcid g c s o n of the
hsociaticc.
(A complete listing of CE courses is available at ~ - ~ ~ , 1 i , ~ i ~ g i s . 2 e ~ r i - ~ ~ ~ ~Special
r ; ~ gLibraAes
>
SubscPiptimr 12008 rates): S.tn&rd S;iiscription
$80 U.S; $95 nor:-V.S. Single ksces @ w a y
1997- ) $15. Missizg copies ?ym be scpplieb
when losses have -hen sr;stat-.,d in tracsit and
ES s q ~ ~ I i Izs'
e s:. Szims for missirg issues m s t
be PJed witkin f c a mont1.s of 6ate of @4cafor ;:&be~i, issues w?; no: be
don. &&s
The MCI concentrates on five subject areas which are vital to the effec<Cowed due to % h e to n&? the members hi^
tive operation of an idormation center. Three different mita will be
Depi~Smntoz .the Subsc@ticn Depaxment. of
held at the 2000 Annual Conference.
a~dressdhr:ges or 5 e m s e ar. iss;ie is "'rrssing
%ox the fdes." A copy of the m&kg label acdi
3: the ~ibscribeinumm3er~ $filiWe
2
the 3 3 cesing of dal-s.
Leadership Skills
8 e h d ~ ~ t i e ym
: e ts <% ccost of pxesskg a
rekxbysem~:t, the massocia.tior:s pob is at "No
Thursday, June 15
&?.awxx && for ~,c:J?& under $10."
8 3 0 am- 4:38 pm
Change of Address: A h v s k week for 8
Pnstmctor: Rebec~aJones,D&wwt &Joms Associates
change. to become eEec&. All ccornrnunica5335 shv$d
accoxpanied by a m 2 r g l&e!
$on a w e n t &sx.

Selected topics include: 'kmwledge management, searching the internet,
patient searching and copyright law*
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MNE THE VALUE O f YOUR INFORMAYltJH GENTEW!

Marketing and Public Relaiions
Saturday,June I 0 - Sunday, J:zne 2 1
9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Instructor: Arlene Farher Sirkin, Washington Resource Consulting Group

Technology and Applications
Satxrday,Jane I 0 - Sunday, J~zneBB
9:00 am - 4:80 pm
Instructor: Pamela CibbareZIi9CibbarelEi9s
Tuition fees are $555 §LA members, $600 nonmembers
For more inlfsrmatisn, please contact §LA9$Strategic Learning and Development Center at I-202-939-3699,or send e-mail to learning@sla.org
Specia! Libraries .4ssociation
STRATEGIC LEARNING

aNo D E V E L O P M E N T CEh'TER
www

,LA
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H E L P i N G INFORMATION PROFESSIONALS
a r c o d i I N D I S P E N S A B :-Ii l a o u r ~ L E A R N I N G

No One is an Island
Last month, I joined the rest of the association's senior management team at a symposium hasted
by the Greater Washington Society of Association Executives (GWSAE).The speaker was Alan Webber,
co-founder and editor of Fast Company magazine. If you haven't read this publication, you should. It's
%I1 of insightful articles and commentary on the state of the workplace and careers. But I digress...
During Webber's thoughtful discussion on change, innovation, and ieadership, I was struck by one
statement he made that sums up how we and our colleagues outside of our profession should address
the diffusion of knowledge throughout our organizations: "Kone of us is as smart as alI of us."
Wow. That one line just opened my eyes. No one in an organization can be as knowledgeable as the
collective group of individuals who put their experiences, their backgrounds, t h e i ~beliefs, and their
perspectives together to m8ke things happen. This holistic view of organizationd management speaks
directly to our opportunities as a profession, and to our challenges.
Lots of people in the workplace believe that they are the source for ail knowledge about what they
do. The Alpha Principle (so eloquently described by Harry Beckwith ir, his book, Selling the Invisible,
page 79) suggests that ideas don't follow the good thinking in an organization; ideas follow the power.
TI-anslation: whoever looks acd sounds like they should have power don't care to give it to others,
which means that information and knowledge are things they want to find for themselves, if not horde
completely.
Now that desktop access to information is ubiquitous (or close to it), this tendency for employees to
at least appear as though they are "the source" for information and knowledge seems even more logical, right? I'm imagining you are sitting there saying, "NO! That's not right at all!" But this perception
is one of the p r i m obstacies we face every day in asserting our value to the organization. If this is
the case, then we are better served converting the masses, rather than senior management. The rankand-fde employees who need information every day are the people who can help us the most, because
they are the ones who will spread the word that the information professiona':(s) on staff are great resources for the organization. We should also remember this in the conrse of our interaction together
through §LA. We have evolved from individuals in an association to an association of individuals, and
this has made all the difference.
So remember Alan Webber's declaration the next time you get a look of disdain from some snotnosed kid who thinks he or she doesn't need the help of an information professional. Better to convert
them while they're young than to fight a cold war with them for years.
This issue of Jnj7omation S~iIookoffers articles on a variety of subjects-from the development of
SLAs Virtual Association to the dilemma of copyrignt in the digitid wcrld. It will also prepare you for
June and our 91st Annual Conference in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania USA. The theme for this year's
event is "Independenceto Interdependence: The Kext Phase in the Information Revohtion." Our special
sneak preview report wiU educate you on activities and evezts taking piace in and around the Pennsylvania Convention Center during the conference. Get ready for the revolution!

David R. Bender, Ph.D.
Executive Director

Information Outlook Rpri12000
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David Taibot, founder, editot and CEO of
SALON magazine axd Te'erry &QS§ of Na-

tiond kblic Radio w2l address the GenerS
Session attendees ir: a question and answer
format on Monday, j;me 12 at 9:30 a.m. in
the Pennsylvania Convention Center.
In addition to expmdieg neworking oppomnities, the coeference v d offer h m dreds of contimous learning expeiiences
sponsored by SLA he6dquikr'Lersand it& dM- sions, ex2mii-g the indepeedent role of information professionals an6 E?e importance
of kterdependence k the new millennium.
Other armad conference Mghli@& hdude irize SLA Exizibi'l Hd,~~Plick
IVE s h .
case more than 360 :ompMes representfng .
509 booths, fea&&~gthe latest m d most sup .

'

Eight thousand idormation
professionais are
expected to convene in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA, for the
Special Likaries
Association's ninety-first annual conference, June 10-1§, 2000.
The conference, themed "Independence
to Interdependence: The Next Phase i~-,the
Information Revolution," reflects the evolving, active, and independent roie of information professionals and special librarians
their organizations.

For more information sn the ancu&
conference, visit the §LA web site at
www.sIa.org/conf or ontact the Specid Libraries P,ssociation at 1-262-234-4700.

shows the i o m p y ' s naxe, loation, and
3oo<? x m b e r in the exiiibit h d . Levei two
is similar to the first, but indudes a iink to
the company's web page. The third and
fourth Ievels have the iook of an exhibit
booth and offer features such as contact information, prodzct categories, banner ads
and press rdeases.
For more infsrmation on SLA's Virpaal
Exhibit Hall, piease visit the si',e 2t:
1 ~ n ~ ~ ~ . s l ~ i r t l ; a 1 e x i ~or
i bcontact
i t s . ~ o Lor~
na VJails at 1-202-939-9488; e-maii:
Iorna@sla,org
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Z?e Special Libraries Association (SLAJ
announces the opening of Its new V&ai
Exhi'A M&, located on the web at
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Government Reports

U S . Supreme Court Briefs
I 4
4 !RS Documents
I 4 Agency Dedsions

II

d
4
4

Tax Treaties
FederaWate Court Decisions 8 Fiiings
FeaeraliState Legislative &
Regiulatory Docun?ents, and more!

AIX of the abovee

and fast!

We can de!iver doctimenis cited in BMA
publicadcns-pfus materials from other
public and private sources-addressing
environneni/safety, heaith care policy,
iabodflf?, tax issues, and business an6
iegal issues.
We can even watch for upcoming
documents. . . and send them to yo2
fhe moment they are reieased.
That's why BNA PLUS is a irusted
partner to libraries, organizations, and
government offices worldwide.

!

I
I
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www.slavirtualexhibits.con.
This new interactive site is designed to
allow conference participants grezter access
'Lo information on vecdors and save them
vduabk time during SLA's 91st Annxd
Conference in Phiadeiphia, P-A. Visitors
may now find information on companies
<?at w3 be exhibiting at the Ann& Conference. create lists of exhibitors to visit,
pre-plan s&ed;&s and z a p routes through
t5e exhibit haG -all rxigk on the desktop.
P i &exhibits fea~ireproduct listings
and descriptions, access to company news
rdeases, articles, and corporate infsrmation, access 9 software and documents,
customer feedback and information requests, links to corporate web sites, ana
apdati~ginforxation on products and services throug??outtile year.
Exhibitors have foe unique option of seIecting from four different ieveis of Vinuzl
Booths. Level o x , which is the basic level,

on Special ~lbrarlansrlp

Stephde "Steve" Shiky, a expez in
the 3dd of L~fornaticntechoIogy a ~ one
d
of Ewope's omkndisg bushess women
wiE be one of tPzee con?kmed speakers zt
Gobd 2036, the Vli36dwide Conferem sn
Specid Librwianshi~,October 16-19, 2000,
LzBrig%tn, LX.
SkMey wwili share 3er expefiise and
k~owledgewiGI an scdience of rslore &an
1,000 participants from around tile giobd
iqformation conmunity at t3e StaMs Bri@.ton Metropole Botei, Monday, October 16,
2000, at 9:OOAM
Shirley is fvdnder and 2fe president of the
T,<omation TecPd~ologyCoxpz~y,?.I. Group
Pic, one of Brimin's Imdiig hfomtiow: technology goups, Ir, 1985, she was presented
h e RITA (Recogition or" Ii?formaMor Techcology) Av~aydmd the keedoa cfthe City of
London Awxd Lz 1987. Is 1989-1990, she
s e m d as pres':del?': of the British Comp'dter
Socty, before oficidy r e t i i g in 1999.
To ~ev?ewthe biogapky for Shiriey9or
';O check for updated information on Gobd
2800, please visit the Go5d 220020 web site
at wwu7.siaglobd2006.o~g~

Hope N. W a n is 'lize newly elected president-eiect of the
Specid Libraries Association.
%Eman is director of libraries at
Babson CoEege, Babson Park,
MA. She and the newly elected
members of SLAs Board of Directors will be h s t d e d june 14,
2000 at the ninety-first AnnuaI
Conference in Phiadelphia, PA,
when Donna Scheeder, deputy
assistiat director of the Library
of Congress, will be sworn-in as

president of §LA. Tiilman wiE
serve as president-eiect of SLA
until June of 2001, when he:
term begins,
Aiso elected to the SLA
Board of Directors are:
Chapter Cabinet Chair-Elect Daik Fezit, direcar of information services, American EoteI 6r Mote! Association. Washingon, DC.
Division Cabinet Chair-Elect Susm M. gopper, director of tke
Andersen Business Research
Center, Arth~r hdersen LLP,
Athi%, GA.
Treasurer - Richard Geiger,
Iibrzry director of The San
E"ianci'sco Chronicle, San Francisco, CA.
Directors - Lucy Lettis, grincipai with Arthur Andersen LLP,
Kew York, IVYNTiand
' director of
business informatioc services;
David Stern. Cirec'Lsr of science

iibraries and icforma'lion services at Y&e University, New Baven, CT.
I"2Irnm is a twentysix year
member of SLA. Througfiobit
her ca:eer, she has served the
association in several a@- ties, holding a position as an
at-large diredor on tke SLA
board (1994-1997) and sewing on 61e Strategic Planning
Ccmmiitee (1995-1995) as
chair. in addcion, Trllman has
been very active in her chapter and her subject-specific division, serving as Boston Chap
ter President (195.3-1994) and
as Information Techcoiogy Diirision Chair (15.98-1999).
Elman earned he: M.L.S. from
RXgers Graduate School of Library Service and an M.B.A.
2om Wder University School of I
Business Administration.
Several current SLA oEcers .
,

,

will assume new positicns for
200C-2001. They are Susan
Diivlat'Lia (Gahners Pubiishing
Co., New York, NY), as pastpresident; jnanita Richa,rdson
(Richardson; jalakas & Associates, Toronto, Ontario), as
chapter cabinet. chair; and
Doris Plelfer (California. Sate
iMversity, Xorthridge, CA) , as
division cabinet chair. Continuing to serve on? t5e SLA
Board of Directors zre Sandy
Moitz (General Electric, Technical information Center:
Lyan: !vLAj; Wiida Wewman
(Johns Kopkics Uciversity,
Applied ?hysics Lzboratory:
Laurel, MB); Mary "Dottie"
Moon (United Technoiogies
Research Center, East E m ford, CT); and G. Lynn Berard
(Engineering and Science 2brary., Carnegie Mellon t'niversi?, aittsb~rg5,PA).

A Name You Need t
Many information professionais today require fast,
reliable, cost-eRective access to a wide range of
Mi-text documents, A t Infotkve, we have been a
leader in comprehensive document deiivery since 1987,
pr~viding convenient, Rexibie sexice to corporate,
academic and governmental ciie~ts.Utikzixj c u vast
~
network of document sources, Infot{we caE quickt
fulfili requests for nearly any published dosume~jt.
5nd out what the InfoMeve difference i s ail about
an.', why we are one af the fastest grcvsing names
i n the business. Contact us today and get your
document retrievai needs on the right track.
Bet: 8@0.422.4633 Fax: 310.208.5872

IN FOIWIEVE. D@CU!dE?dT DELIVERY .#O!VE RIGHP.
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To librarians at the thousands of
comwanies now using Lotus r\;iotesB

...

The Febmxy issue of American Libraries (voi 31, #2 p.59-61) featured three Sationai Public Radio (NPR) librarians in On
the Ak and on Deadline at National Public
Radio. The three librarians, Rob Rabinson,
Christine (Kee) Malesky, and Alphonse
Vinh axe ai3 xembers of SA.The article
explore,; some of the interesting aspects of
working ir, a fast paced environment.
Back in March 1998, SLA's Executive
Directo: interviewed NPR's then-President
and CEO. Deiano Lewis in Information
Butiock (voi.2. ii3, p.17-24) about the future of i~formazontechnology, and other
areas of importance in today's business.
You can access the M i article online at
wwrw.infor~atio~~outIock.com,
or directly at
www.sla.orgl~ubslseria1/io/i
998/mar98/
i.rerQ.htrr?i.

T h e only library system t h a t r u n s o n Lotus Notes
a n d offers:
O c l i n e Catalog, C i r c u l a t i o n
A
Serials, R o u t i n g
R e s e a r c h -Management
239.50 client
A
G l o b a l access on all desktops,
using Notes a n d w e b browsers

A2iS?2-

"rjqdiey
,.

L*,

Firs[ i,,kJclman Chief
.

.

L-xccL;~~~:?
sf the British Library
?-

Lynne Brindley, a professional librarian
and Fro-Vice-C'nancello at Leeds University, has crimphed over James Boyle, the
former Controller of BBC Radio 4 to become
the first woman chief executive of the British Library, effective juiy 1, 2000. The iibray has not been run by a woman or a
profession& librarian s h e it separated
from th,e British Museum in 1972.
Brindley, acceptkg this position as the
Ebrary settles into its new home at St. Panc a s in London, says: "1 feel enormously
privileg~dto be taking on the job of chief
executive at n c h a criiica1 time." She also
said the range of responsibilities would
stretch from the "the potential for commercial exploitation" to "5uilding up research
facilities." Bxindiey emphasized the need to
develop 6ze &ray's web site, which had
achieved ten million hi's Iast year.

:

or more information

SOTEbo

your company

.
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A!IP Pir,gozncej ,qwa:d
The Association of Independent Information Professionals (AIIP) recently announced the establishment of the Sue Rugge Memorial A ~ a r d witiz
,
the first annual
ward to be presented at the AIIP's Fourteenth Annual Conference in Washington,

M a k e y o u r l i b r a r y a p a r t o f y o u r company's i n f o r m a t i o n
astructure with NOTEbookS.

-

'

.

DC, USA in April 2000.

Sue Rugge, wide1y regarded as the pioneer of the independent information industry, died June 12, 1999, in Oakland, California. Rugge was a founding, member of AIIP,
and served as president in 1988-1989. She
wrote fi72eInfunnaticn Broker's Handbook.
The Sue Rugge Memorial Award will consist of a complimentary AIIP conference registration and $300 cash stipend, which will
be awarded to a regular member of AiIP who

has significarlty helped another member
through formal or informal mentoring.
.

-

.

.
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The International Federation of Library
Association's (IFLAJ 2001 web site is now
up on the IFLA server at hhttp:I/www.ifla.org/
IVlifla67/index.htrn (The Spanish version is
already up, as well as the invitation in
French). The 2001 conference will take place
in Boston, MA,USA.

§LA% Strategic Learning and Development Center
(SiDCj is committed to heiping information professionals

become distinctive and indispecsa3ie contri~utorsto their
orgacizations through laming. We are confident C~atwe
can advance t~arardthis axbitious gag by involving you
in rich, mea+in&i learning experiences, based on core
principles of learning. T&roug%oatthe year 2939, this
coP~m:will examine these core principles, and we invite
you to participate in the corwersation by sending ymar
tho'dghts to Iearning@sla.org.

This month, we ex~loret!e belief h t learning is a
primary and cri5sal activity of huxan existence. M a y
people think d"1a.t lexning is somethicg we do only from
time to time, perhaps when our boss asks us to attend a
training session or when we go CLO an off-site conference.
We participate in that course or workshop, mayba we pick
up a few woghwh-ile ideas, and then we g~ back to Cle
normal activities of our iives. Such experiences generally
do not have any lasting impact, and when Cley are completed we rekm learning to its appropriate mentzl cornpartment, a coqatment to be reopened only on the next
occasion w5en we need to "iea?n" something.
In contrast to this rather limited perspective, we beIieve that the capacity to learn is an extraordinary gik,
and a vital part of being human. (Indeed, I fed tkat the
only grezter gift granted to human beings is the capacity to give and receiva love.) Learning is as essential to
as each day of our Eves as breathing, eating, acd the
For more ir$onnai?on, beating of our hearts. We are learning 211 the time,
whether we are aware of it or riot. Vie ale constantly
Contact
/@ De Cagna
perceiving the world a r m d us, collecting dara, mking
&@i%lc.og). observations, and experiencing both new and familiar

sensations. While most of this routine learning does not
create lasting change, it does provide the cecessaly a ~ d
invduabie raw materrids with which we gecerate XVJ
understzndings. creative ideas aad cornpelling insights.
In short, "lezrx:" is not a role thzt we Gay, but rather it
is something ti,.at we are.
How does this f h t princi$e of iearcizg rrdzte to the
mission of SLA's Strategic Learning m d Ceveiopment
Center? VJeX we believe %at when you actively participate in any learning experience, the experience should
not ody bn3d your ~nderstadip,gof key ideas and concepts, but also seengt3ea your rekitianshi~to iearnizg itself. VJe w e t 9heir, you bcax and naedre yozr genuine coxmitxe~tto learning, because i'; is this commitwi<?its resonace, meaning,
ment that i ~ h r e Iearning
s
and impact.
You've heard from us, and now we would like tc hear
Rom you. @cyou believe t h ~ lte x n i ~ gis a p r i n q - and
critical zctiviq of human existence? Vhy or why 3ot?
Send your b x g h t s and reactiocs to learaing@sia.erg.In
the coming months, we wiil post the most intripiag m d
provocative conments to our web site zt m . s i a Iearning.org. We look forward to learning with you!

For a s r e informatioc oc these and c&e: SL@Ciearniag experiecces, piease visit our web site at ~ m - . s % a &
Iewnicg.org.

It's iaowledge &at makes you indspensable.
Aroma the world, information professionals are taking on new roles in
their organizations. They're managing content o? ?!be intrsinet, participating in
knowledge management initiatives, evaiua~inginformation systems and more.
At Factiva, we're committed to sharing these success stories with the entire
inforrnatlon professionai community. As a subscriber to Dow Jones Interactive
or Reu'ers Susiness Briefing, yo2 can expect more than valuabie content,
powerful searching features and in:ranet publishing toois. You also receive
suppos that helps you accomplish y o u professio~aldeveiopment objectives.
Through the Factiva lnfopro Alliance program, you can participate in practical
learning forums, obtain in-depth resource materials and attend advancea
trairiirg seirinars tqat cove- prodhct features sach as lrtell~gentlndex~ng

ir other words, we'./ make you even -nore lna spewable To jow our nfoPro
Alliance program, go to www facttvacom/infoxo

factwa.
Cow Jones & Redters

fit;~oughannounced at VIJinter Meeting, I 2% pleased
to coni7rm that control of S ' d s ~760site content management has been transferred t~ %e hformatioc Resources
Center (IXC). Cooperation between the IRC and Computer
vv3 con"L:lr,uein the mai~tenanceof the web
Services (G)
site as CS will st$ be responsible for the technid aspects,
i t , , ecsuring that it hnbions proper$ SLth is committed
to using t5ek ovm inforna'icn professionals to develop
Association.
C?ewe3 site as the gateway to file Vie~al
A new SLA I~ornepage has been designed and we are
in the process of revising the access points and hierarchy of the whoie web site. We are well aware that the
current site does not provide easy access to %A's virtual
services and products, no: does it promote those services in an exciting way. The Networking Cozmittee and a
group of users wiiI be reviev~ingthe revisions before the
new web site is launched, but we welcome wggestiom
for improveme~tsfrox anyone. Please send your message to irc@sla.org.
Apart from adding a site map ('Yvhich is an absolute
mlist for web sites now Ciat they have so muciz information), we are deveiopir,g the site
the personzlity of the
user in mind. iiVizzt are dierent @es of users !cokmg
for? Xow can we get them <!ere as quickly as possi5le?
More t h x &:ee ciicks and we are & freaking out, Everything has to be instant in today's world. VJe z e also looking to make h e web more of a vktxai corxmnity where
there can 9be mu& more netv~orkingand sharing of information. We
be makkg a iot more infoxation avaiiable only to mem5ers. As we add more vake-added inforr~ationto the site, it is o~dyri$lt <!at i',shouid be a mernbe: benefit and not a benefit to dl and sundry We need to
encourage membership, cot give it awayY
For new members, you may be interested to 'Know
that SLA Iailnciied its web site in early 1996. v i m d
bookstore, Inj%ma~on Oufhok Onlie, and discussion
Iists were added in 1999, followed by CBNSULT Oaiixe,
and generzl enhancements to the web site in 1993.Last
year the meabers' only site, Who's Who Onrine with
membership record updates, and the conference program
For more igormation, planner were added. So far in 2000, we have hunched
the V i r t ~ dExhibit Eali, the re-desigxed web site wwili foIcontact
john Lathan!
!ow shortly, and new navigational tools are pianned for
Ojhlz@sla.org).
later in the year.

LE'Xi S-% EX/S@ -5pc;2 s rs~ i
.
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C$gfirmed

The continued sponsorsi;,ip of the IRC by LEXISNEXIS has been confirmed for the foreseeable future. I
am looking forward to our continned partmship ;md
the introduction of new resoxses to improve the services offered by SLA througk the ZRC. initially we expect to be adding regular hot topics news updates 2sing lhe &EXIS-KEXIS Tell Me MoreTMservice. We can
also add zore LEXIS-NEXIS Universe users to our 2cence which wiiI give more szff direct access to information resources which cmre~tlyare being provided
--by IRC staff.
FA@;
.-.

.

.

il2rZcET q x .J
mdes
i am d s 3 pieased to anncunce that Inmagic has kindly
. donated to the FRC t3e 4.9 upgrade of DBlTextVJorks. The
IRC uses DB/TextTib%sfor its a t d o g , archives: board
. documen's: serials and reference shtistics. The new f a d ity of sending search resuits to patrons via e-mail will be
a very nseful addition. Already using the previons versioc, we have noticed the significant amorrct of C
L
m
saved wken using Cle imaged board documents. in 1997
we had a2 tke board doccments from 1983-1984 digitally
scanned and stored on C3-ROMs. These images a n be
accessed CireztIy from the DS/TextWorks board documents database, which is a ist easier and quicker than
having to g9 down ';s the ar&ives and read a microfiche,
and neemess tc say Cize print quality is mudl better tlan
from A c k Stephanie R~sseii,assisBnt to the executive
director, is delighted too. She now takes bve CD-ROMs to
Cie januaz-y and june board meetings instead of a tmnk
load of siteen y e a s worth of board docuxents. She also
has the added bonus of beirg able to use her laptop to
access the database where all the documents are catalog~edunder dates, subjects etc. You don't have to be a
ro&et scie~tistto know that !is much xore efficient than
thumbing fhrsugh a anink load of docrrrnents in ckronoZ&
logical order,

IRC

,

7 1

For Physics, Electrical & Electronics Engineering,

and Computing & Controf

The Power

of Information

At 6.5 &on records and growitlg weekly, the WSPEC Database is stiU the most
comprehensive English-language database in its fields of coverage, delivering
results that are current,precise and r.elevant.Withrespected subject experts on
its indexing staff, strict quality control practices and meticulous error-correction procedures in place, INSPEC ensures that you'll always get the targeted
results you expect.
INSPEC offers a wide range of products in both electronic and print formats,
with a variety of pricing options to suit both the frequent and casual user from the individual pay-as-you-go searcher, to mulfi-campus universities and
international corporations. For more information visit us on the web at
m.inspec.org. or contact INSPEC at 732-321-5575.

international Speciai Librarians Day ((ISLD)ZO0Ois
upon us, and t5is nonC!'s column begins with a primer
for the uninitiated. ISLD is held annually on the Thursday of National Library Week in the United States. The
went provides an opportunity for information professionals to promote their services and accomplishments
within their organizations an6 to extemai publks. ISD
was created in 1991 by the Special Libraries Association. The first celebration was so successful Ciat the
Board of Directors approved making it an annudi event
%A International Headquarters provides assistance in
the celebration by distributing promotional kits to SLA
mem5e:s. These kits are produced through the generous
support of Factiva, a Dow Jones/Reuters Company; and
?he Freedom Form.
In the spirit of ISLD 2000 (which takes place on A p S
1J), I wanted to find a way to invoke &is year's theme
In ~y monthly diatrilse on communimtions. Since die
theme this year is "Navigating the Wodd's Knowiedge,"
my mind immediateiy jumped to the notion of usisg a
cmpass in nwigating nncharred terrain. Wgich begs a
questlon for you: Where is your conpass taking you?
Maybe I'mgetting ahead of zyself Let's start with C?e
question, "Do you have a compass?' The short answer
is that, yes, we all have a compass-some us of jast
don't know it:
170cr cozpass serves as a gdide for understandcg
where you are, and where you need to go. Everyone
wants to plan better to anticipate change or to achieve a
set of goals. The problern often is that we either don't
use, or we stop ckecking. oar compasses. We aE have
one; we just don't keep it in where we can consistently
refer a it! %is ieads me back to my original question:
Where is yo:x compass %king you?
The %st thing you need to learr: about m y compass
that Ieads you are the directions: North, South, East and
West, Figarativeiy speaking, our lives can z k e mazy
m n s . If we a e to forge a.head, however, we must rely on
For more information, the constants that a n iead us. In literal terms, the most
contact
inportant direction is north, because it is the consistent
John Crosby
reference that a2ows us reach oour destkation, In our
(john-c@sla.o~). prcfessiocal lives, we oftex develop built-in tendencies
m

~ in
g times of cockthat become standards for ~ i d i us
sicn or uncerainq. This is bo',iz a blessing :%anda curse,
as sur tendencies n a y get us of? t??e~ a c but
k arec't a:ways the best c o m e 8f action. So first, ask yotrrseif what
directions ycur compass possesses. %is w21 atiow yon to
ccnFlrm its validity or make changes if necessary
Second, you car,'t aiways expect to reach y o u destination without difficulty. In Qc;, you must expect to get a
lit& off coarse. How much you ger off course depends
very often on Cle C%ngs around you. So, whine we can
deveiop our compass to guide us. we m a t aiways mderstand Ciat external forces will $ways 3e there, pshing
and puliing us away from our intended course, Probably
Cie &st assumption we shcrrld make before s f m h g on z
new endeavor is to accept the fact t5at our journey wiE
iikely not anfoid 2s we wouid expect, and our End destination may no*;be what we envision. Occe again, gcod
advice for pioneering. Sf you have a good coxpass Ciaat
you are committed to usizg, and ycu understznd that
outside influences and imper?ections wiE occur) you are
bezer prepxed for your jvdrney.
,
deW%iiie yozr compass is an excellep,r g ~ i d edways
pend cn ex2erience to better prepare you ar,d serve as an
aide on your joourfiey, In hilling, experience comes in the
form of maps. They are use6 ir: S ~ d e mwith a compass
to pinpoint loation and dekrnaine appropriate routes. In
our professionai lives, we zre surrounded by ex2erience-in Lie form of other cotieapes, o x managers, our
professiond peers. Lexning t?rougi? the experiences of
others ,can prevent trs f x m becoming lost or encounterkg
pitfglls thzt are easily woidaXe. SLA can serve as a map
for your profession& life, and since you pay dues for
y w r membership, I'd encornage you to Qke advantage!
Only you can determine the natxre and scope of your
compass. Mowever?experience can also serve as a nseki
g i d e in building your compass, too. Take "Lie to determine your personal criteria for yow compass m d d o w
others to help you ic the process. Once you've finished,
put your compass criteria in witing acd keep it where
you can idways see it. Refer to it repeatedly for a nonth
or so reg~sriarly~
until it k c o m s a hzbit. Your mreer wiri
benefit fom it;
&

Thomas Edison. Mexander Graham Bell. Nikoia Tesla.
IEEE members dl.Our members were visionaries in rechnoiogy 23d still a x .
Libraries a d IEEE, leaders In tech~icalknowiedge.

ding the

Association:

Ongoing

ince the creation of the
association's web presence
in May of 1996, the board
of directors, members, and
staff have been committed
to developing a virtual
association where members
can access the association's services globally
and equitably twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. Today, the building of the
virtual association is an integral component
of the association's strategic plan (http:ll
www.sla.o~g~assoc/siaplan.htmi)
and the executive director's l999IZOOO chafige management objec~ve (http:llwww.sla.orglassoclpIansled00obj.htn).
As a result of concerns expressed by
unit members during chapter and division
cabinet meetings in June 1999 regarding
the inplementation of the virtual association plan, h e board of directors charged the
Networking Committee with developing a
virtual association communications plan to
comyu~icatedie plan and its effects on
membership. This article is a first in a series of communication modes to inform
members ;.bout the virtual association plan.
let's take a look at the virtual association
plan and V~hatit means to you, the members, the association, and staff.

Information Outlooh Rpri12000
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Since Slft's roots
and foundation come from a
"veru snecial network of
peonle,'Vit is a p p r o ~ r i a t e
that we use technology
to explore new wags to receive
and deliver information
and services.

act locally. Access to dl relevant hformation
k pine of 1996, SLA 1996i1999 Presi- is ava2aXe 2: a central poM and s n be
dent Syivia Piggott established the building of useC and mstomized at the Eod Ievd.
a v W asmciatio~as one of the board prii/'i'~alizatibn:By conceptualizing the
ori';ies for the new association yea-.President association as viSLzaI, we downplay the
P i g p appointed a ad hoc web coAn~Jtke physical aspects of the hesdquarters operachaiied by f a e Dysart to develop the &me- tion and emphasize the cen';:al coordinating
~7o&;id concept for die v M association roie and the p v i s i o n of Lzbiquitoas access
for review at the Wober I997 board meet- to core resources. Vimalization of SLA m y
kg. Tile frarre~7od<a d the or@&& v i 1 d conf~mthe ccrrent stxccxe, bxt it is as
association pian are conaked irl bozd clsc~- %eiy to eca5Ie =embers to create new
meat B97-:, I
was led "%e Virtu& AS- sVdctbIres. jclst as some of the ~ o s kmesociation: A Year 2000 SI;n:zqy.'' ??is dam- cessFdi p r o g a ~ m i gfor tke ancuai conferment was origkdy presented to S M s lead- ence is Cone jointly by xukiple u ~ i t s ,C!e
ership at the 1997 'SJmter Meethg Lq FL Lad- vW&izztion can provide ~ p o Z m i t i e sanC
derdde. The plan was we:-received.
bridges for new alliances between members
as their interests shift toward new areas.
Vltimate!~, members c z visudiie
~
SLA as
having maay faces*includirig 5ut not iimited to, web and dintemet based activi'Lies.
The virtu& association presents aa cpportdnity fcr a renaissance in o w associatioe. The oppomnities provided by techno- @ c c @
@,bb
~ yhk?
logca1 toois-the internet, the web, and
The foilov~ingis not meant to be a comdectronic information-force us to revisif, plete list, but racier one that we E n add to
';i?e concept of SLA as a contmrrnity of corn- as members' meds become more defked.
mlxnitks. Since SLPA roots and foundation Sew techaoiogies will be considered for income from a "very special network of pea- dwion or su3stJtian as the board and
pIe," it is qpropriate that we use technolo- members identify them.
gy to explore new ways ";o receive and de- * Xornepages
Discxssion iists
iiver infomation and senkes. Certtiqly,
Lie effective : ~ s eof these toois by and for
intranets
our members is one of our biggest oppo~%- * Lanks
Eiectronic _&chives-arcEve diswsior:
nities and chailenges as we showcase our
members as cutting-edge, te&coiogicc?lly
iists$pbiications, etc.
savvyI and professionals who are catalysts a Eiectrtronic Da2bases-membershig diin the infarmation Ind~stry.R r e e princirec-my
Zectronic Commerce g;n.c;2asiqg pubiipIes nndemin this document:
1. Assuring SLA susains its relevance to
cations. regstration
Eiectronic Phlications-E-jo~~~al,
newsail mem5e:s on a daily bssis.
2. Assuring ubiquity of SLF, programs and
letters
s
EieErcnic DaB. CoEectjon/&se&y&sewices oil 2 global scale.
3. Positioning SLA to achieve its vision of
Surveys
Discussion goups
being a catalyst for the information age.
E-mail
0

@

@

@

Srreamiined sewices: We are chdenged
to streamline senices whicii x e crrrrently
drr-$dcated across ntany chapters, divisions,
caucmes, etc. fie aim is t
s bund a strong
fo;;an&tion for these se~riceswXe simdtaneousIy assuring Lie ak2it-j of the associatioc units to cdstozize t2ese sewices at the
lo& ievei-the ability D &iik gIobaEy md.

Communic.tion-txgeted rnailhgs (FR
chairs, government relations gassroots; ;
Content-info resumes, brscllclres, dec2onic pablicittions; AdverkisingiFcnd raising-new concepts iike fees for Iinks f r o r ~
SLA web site ';B vendor homepage; Distzcce
Learning-web delivery, video coafexence
via size web* lectures fo2owed by chz$

nerac.com/sla2000

Polling/surveys & other interactive cornmunication-enabling us to hear the voice of
our members and respond in a timely manner; Governance-unit reporting, executive
activities (minutes, agendas, etc); Research;
Public Relations; Government Relations;
Conference; Unit activities-discussion lists,
newsletters, etc.; and The SLA Store

U!rtuai Rssac!atlon Pian
The virtual association plan is revised
annually via the strategic technology plan
and the association program plan which are
developed based on feedback from membership, the board, and staff. In building the
virtual association plan, the following
guidelines were used as contained in the
strategic plan:
e
Use technology to remove barriers to
access to the association's services and
programs
e
Provide the means for members to communicate, ieam, govern, organize and
collaborate in a virtual environment
• Pursue global membership growth vigorously through retention of existing
members and recruitment of new members, targeting those in the information
profession who will benefit from membership.
• Foster identification with the association among all its members and offer
membership services anticipative of
and responsive to member needs.

Looking flnead. , , Hom
Can You Help7
New tools and services will continue to
be explored and integrated in the virtual association plan to address the needs of membership as identified by the membership,
the board, and staff. The virtual association
is indeed an ongoing strategy determined
by the needs of the association. To provide
your comments and/or suggestions regarding this article please contact me at
maurice@sla.org or by phone at 1-202-9393620. In addition, you can share your comments and suggestions with SLA's Executive Director, David R. Bender, during his
April chat discussion about the virtual association. Please check the what's new section of the association site (http:/I
www.sla.org/assoc/whatsnew.htiT'J) for the
date and time.
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Redesign of web site
Easier navigation and Improved organization of content
A new look to incorporate new tools
A new search engine
Personalization of the web site - Provide access to information according to members
needs
Centralized calendar of association wide events
Utilization of cold fusion to manage site
Enable Chapters/Divisions/Sections/cy~ll.:lo conduct their business via the web
>::::::::::::.:-·.··

Utilize Quicken to maintain finances
Run standard reports
Complete and submit annual reports
Unit stores for saie of merchandise
Web database support for online knowledge bases
Interactive surveys/polls
Online customer service center composed of FAQ:s .·
.·• .•••••••.·.·. .
Integration of chat, message boards, and web discussion ~tm~f:f~~With members only
authentication for single sign on !!£pass
Automated Job Line &Re$ume service with e-commerce 11\t~g~@!ln
Automated sale. and distribution of Information Outlook arti¢"5 to non-members

.Atl@miiied sale and distribution of chapters of assocyJ~!<>n p~j)lications
Banner ads in designated areas of the wep ~lte

·.·.·.·-:.:-:4:~:~\:

• · ····

Online event registration an(jp~~ntrcif'ij~ciath:m hi)stedevents

Virtual Exhibit Hll:#.!9 sho\~~~~·•§LA exhibito~ prpd~ and
Locate exhibHbW:If create personal itiner~W for the
conference.

Vl#oog the ~tti!~~t$'
';/ .

Integration with searchable the online ~priterence
program . ...
....

Online conferencing to provide mem~~hip with ability to cJifMorate Virtually using video,
voice, chat, and shared applicatt!® ·
·.·. ·

Enhanced distribution of online ~!(study offerings

Year 20tH htitiqtives {proposed}
Utilize voice-over IP to e~~li.i.~fflembers to communicate with the lntem!!~f¢tal
Headquarters via ~~~.weR

·.

Enhance clisseminatM~'W:bwks electronically
··:·

<<::::::::::.

: ..

Enhance Web hosting ~~~to support template webslte design for units

Expand supported 1/0 tile~ to access the association information's

• }·}~·?=~~:,:}

Establish partnefShips@~~i$Col.mted computers and ISP services t~metrlbers~ut
internet access
Investigate a total onli@.]fbo~
Who model
·.·.·.·-:·:-:-:-:···

Create virtual prlvate8rksfrom SLA to other desired SLA offices, unit~;,. e~~·.. ..•. .
·••••
Explore the utilization of Application Service Proviper(~§jj)Jqr AAII~~~~ ~!f. ~9P@rt f
of software applications. .. ·. .· •. :....·..·.· < . . ·•·•·
< > · · · · · .·.·.·.·.·.· ..·.·.·.·.·.·.·. ·.·.·. ··.

aevelop·~n~kJ~e.~~~·l:ry~nerstoHMrnb&$.to share sof:utions 1to••~~!l~~~r~~t~~ to.
tlte profi!Ssiori

Planning Commit
Lyme M c Kay - Chair
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ania, USA, in the year 2030 is vhere on: past and hture a n Annual Conference of the Specid Lkrarks Association. In cur
formation profession& we
have we experienced firstha~dthe cha
past century, bnt we are p~rs'dingnew ways to h
communicztions technology not only tta access and ?resent the
economy, but also LLO prese
next miIIencPm, we xre helping to create tomorrow's histoy to
r:d rratrrrity cf the ~fcrmationrevolution more
ovement toward interdependence. Within our o
cal soli~tionsvAick eclipse physical aand geogaphi
rated informatism for o x own xsers. Witttin
sphere, interdependence manifests itself as we recomi
Ievds with fezow information profession&s t;o ccntribnte 2s a .ir~cridec
formation. On a larger scale, com~~nications
advances of the m n
with audio and video Zan~~issions
ard miminting ir: Cle inter
wide c c x p t e r nelvsorii, hwe prcpekd the i
In the twenty-first cenkry, we car: expect that tb.e r

e Next Phase in the
lution" and lo&s forward to
of us, but we wilI also be in
a

Phil.whipBui;r, Conference S e s s k n Tracks
Philadelphia in the year 2000 is where our past and future converge for the ninety-first
Annuai Cocference of the Special Libraries Association. In our many and varied roles as inFormat on professionals, we have a unique relationship with history. Not only have we experienced frrstkaxd the changes wrought by the information revolution, particularly in the
past century, but we are pursuing new ways to harness informztion and communications
technology nor ody to access and present the knowiedge with fuels that information econmy, but also Lo preserve it for the future. In effect, at the dawn of the millennium, we are
helping to create tomorrow's history today. To help guide you though the many offerings
at the 2CO0 Philadelphia Annual Conference, and to help you expand your competencies,
the conference committee and division program planners have developed Zve general tracks
t h a ~ycu mzty consider when developing your conference activkies:
Look jar these symbols through the confireazce sessions.

Q3 Advocacy for the Profession
Information Management

@# Management
&$&

lndependerce Naaonal H~srorlcPark
Y l c i Keisk

Professional Deveiopment

&22t;.s3~~
~8c1s ~ l o ' f s ,
Moa#aj: >use 32
8:45 a.m 48:30 a.m.

-

David Talbot, f o u n ~ a editor,
,
CEO, of SALON magazine will be interviewed by Ter~y
Gross, of Idational Public Xadio (NPR) in front of convention attendees on Monday during the
Generd Session at the Pennsylvania Convention Center. Under his leadership, SALON has
garnered web awards, press accolades and a large growing readership. SALON was rimed
"Best Web Srte of 1996" by Time magazine, and Talbot was named as one of the f i people
who matter mDsi on the Internet. Talbot has written for such publications as the New Yorkec
BoIii~flStcne, and Jntewie~.Prior to starting SALON,mbot revived the San l+m&co
ExammerS' Sunday magazine Image. Terry Gross, the interviewer for this event, has a gift
for engaging her guests with an unusual mixture of confidence, genuine interest, with just a
toaci? of vxherability. On NPR's daily afternoon program, "Fresh Air", Gross has interviewed
some of the most prominent figures of our time. In 1999, American Women in Radio and
Televisicn named Gross 2 winner of the Gracie Men Award in fie category National Network
Radio Personzlity. Yoti won't want to miss this exciting and thought-provoking event!

CAesrjing C&a
'Ned~?.era'ay~
jwie 14
200 p m . - 3 200 p.m.
:%a Ceiebratinn o j Time"

Phiiadeiphia is a place where past, present, and future converge. Time has seen this
venersble city grow from its status as the center of western social upheaval to a hub for the
new ecoxcmic revolution. Philadelphia is rooted in the past b ~aiming
t
for the future, as is
the infomation profession. And in this new millemium, it is only fitting that we come together 10 celebrate time in a venue steeped in timeless elegsnce. The Crystal Tea Room is a
beautjful dowatown landmark and historical host to many dazzling events of yesterday.
Join us zs we honor contributors to the association and celebrate the future of the SLA. The
Crystd Tea Room Is conveniently located in the famous John Wanamaker Building, across
from the Rilzdelphiz Marriott and the Pennsylvania Convention Center.

Independence Hall
Nlck Kelsh

SEA'S H a t Topic p m g m m
S'LA is pleased ts announce the second year of this new pprgan: conceptfor the 2936
Phiiadelphia hnnaI Conference. SLA wiE anduct a series of conference wide progams
that address issues and concerns of major importklnce to Cqe informatior, profession, or
segxentjsj thereof. Tapics covered in &ese sessions wiil be w r e n t issues not addressed
5y traditional division progranning Zans call for one session each day-Ifiondzy, %esday, and Wednesday-of confererce week. Piease check the SLA web site, 2060 Philadelphia Annual Conference for more sleziirs w,w.s1aconferen:ce260O.com.

What's New?
SLA's Aasscicstifsn Serses

This is a new, first-time series for the SEA knusl Conference. SLA, in cooperation
with other SLA uaits, wbli conductz series of conference-wide programs that address issues and concerns of major importance to Cie association, or segments(sj 5?ereof. This
series differs from t3e Hot Yepic series, which is desiged tc address issaes of impo?ance
'Lo 5?e professen. The Assodation Series is designed to address issues of importance to
the association. Plans call forone session each day-Mon&ay, F~esdajj,ax! Wednesdayof conference week. Please check the SLA web site, ZCOO ?hiladeIphia Accual Conference
for more details.
St~tt?j$i Techmiogy AEasee Seriss

This year's Strategic aCIiiance Series is 2 joint effort between SLA and the conference
exhibitors, aimed at helping association members and mee2ng attendees better understand technoiogy and its beneficial impact on their professionai lives. Meeting astendees
ttiili learn f r m techraiogy experts s s tPiey demons:rate a strategic and i ~ ~ k r z c look
~ v eat
trends and technologies designed to make information professionak the knowledge ieaders in the new ~iilecnirrm.
Xk's d/irtualhhibir Hali

The %A Virtual Exhibiz Mall is our recert addition to highlight the products and. services avaiiable in our virsdai association. The Virtual Exhibit Hall is a new virtual association service that ailow attendees to view products and serJices of annnal cacfe_rence
exhibiting companies ali day long and year-round. Conference attendees 2re urged to
use the site to preplan their activities, browse through Lie events, and catch np on exhibitor icforxation.
There wiII be fmr boot??levels to provide attendees with a vimd experience. The booth
levels rznge from a standard level one booth to a p m i u m Ievel four bootk Ail conference
eXhibitors wili receive a listing on level one W i d & booth. This booth (standard booth) hdudes fie coapaEy n z m , booth mxber. and a prcd;~ctcategory. A ';eve1 two booth i ~ dudes a Link to that companies web site and &tk~e
I feacxes of lwei one. A Lwei three

L.beriy Bell
,i:ars Center

booth includes company name, address, booth number, prodwt category listing, company
description, l a k to a cmpany's web site, and product page. A level four booth includes a
company name, address, phone and fax number, booth number, product categories, company description, Iink to company's web site, contact names, press releases, and many other
features. Booth levels are up to each individual company.
This is an exciting neu7 adventure for SLA and: conference attendees. Make sure you
irisit the new SLA Virtual Exhibit Hall at www.slavirtua1exftibits.com to get the most upto-date information!
The Personal"Scleed~sler

Get up-to-date informatior: on the 2000 Phjladelphia Annual Conference with our new7,
online, user-friendly database!
You can use t3is scheguler to select the events you'd like to attend, schedule your personai t i ~ ate fhe conference, and print out an itinerary to take with you to Philadelphia.
Search the online conference database
~~~w.siaco~ference2000.com
By went--Enter keywords or use an alphabetical list
By track-Search by the suggested audience for each event
By times-Select times and choose from a grid of times and dates
By keyword-Search by topical area of each event
By SLA 'J&s-Search by SLA Units
Or, seied ail LO display a list of all events

Ph~lad~iphia
Mummers
PhiiadelphlaConvenric~& V ~ i m r sCenter

Otherferrfuws imfude:

Creating a personal itinerary
Adding and removi~gevents
Choosing from events with conflicting times
Schedzling ?ersonal time
Printing ycur schedule

Take Advanrage of P~oPe~oisnol
Devefopment Caurwo
BeneJt From Upcomirrg Learning C%pportl.snitiss
SLti's Srrz-egic Learning and Development Center has partnered with SLA members
and information professionals around the world to affect positive change through learning and development. In Philadelphia, a wealth of professional learning opportunities
wili be offered to information professionals, Once again, SLA's Management Competencies Institute (MClj will be conducted. The MCI concentrates cn five subject areas vital
to the effectwe ope ratio^, of an information center. It is designed to increase job effectivene,ss and professionalism for infornation professionals who have taken on managerial roles. Attendees of this year's annual conference will hme the chance to attend
three of the five units:
Leadership Skills
'TechaoIogy B Applications
M a r k t i ~ gQ Public Relations Skills
Cor.ference attendees can develop and/or expand their knowledge base through Continuing Education Courses sponsored by SLA headquarters. Courses will focus on topics
w& as kcowledge management, web-based research, and the use of advanced technologies. Specialized CE courses will also be offered by SLRs many divisions. The Career Advisory Service 1s zvailable free of charge. Experienced SLA mernbew will serve as counselors
do help shape your career, This confidential service is by appohtment only. The Employment Beanngh~useis a yearly resume referral service designed to help information professionals increase their awareness of available positions. In addition, Job Search Workshops
will be wziiable to help yon make the most of your job search. For more information,
please ccntzct the Strategic Learning 6t Development Center at 1-202-939-3679 or send an
e-mail message to learning@sia.org.

Cry Hall
R Andrew Lerie).

SLA f g g r k ~ t p i a ~ e
Penr's Land,-g
Larry Saleie

In Lie past ysu hwe visited the SLB Marketpiace for books, videotapes, doma ma fib^
Gutlo~k,Who)S Who e&, This year, the Marketpiace vJ& not only be s ma:ket$zce of products, 'silt of ideas as weE, it is your opportmity to mee"i.utkors fiom §LA Fkblishing, iisten to headquarters scad members initiate discxssion on various t~pics,watch demonszations of various virbil association semices or jast &at with the several %A staff rcembers
who wili be ox h a d iiours for <!e §LA Marketplace are as fo3ows:
Friday 649 3:ffO p . m - 5:09 . m .
s'arurd~yGj'i.3 73.3 a m. - 5 3 0 9.m.
Sunday QfS 2 3 0 a.m. - 5-30$,m.
Monday G;/l2 2 3 0 a m ,- 6.98p.m.
Tuesday 6/33 330 a.m. - 5:30 9.m
Y4x&wsday 66/76 732 am, - 300 p m ,

A b o u ~PhiIadelphia
:
Exprience a city that is truly dynarnic, s s well s s one of the aost historic destioations
in the world. Eistory comes alive eve7 day in America's birthplace vinere you can wdk the
szxe cobblestone streets America's foundkg fathers once stroiie2. In "hiiadeiphia, yoist: will
be at the crossroads of the nation's heroic past and oar excitizg %fire. Wth m r e than five
mmion people living in a nice-county area, Phikdelphia, "The city fiat ioves yca back," is
one of the largest and most cosmopolitan cities in America. In 1994, Cocde Nast Tsaveler
nagszine ranked Philadelphia "America's Friendliest City." And, according to a recent F31
crime index, Pkiiadelphia is one of tke safest of the nation's twelve Ixgest metropoiitan aseas. Additionaily, PhiIadelphia is one of the deaaest cities in America. Ce~terCity is a i o d
term for downtown Philadelphia, wkich stretches from Vine to South Streets and from the

CM Di ital Library
can be your Institution's
Greatest Asset!
Do your library patrons wish they had the latest technological development
information and data at their fingertips? If they want around-the-clock access to
a comprehensive collection of focused IT journals, magazines and conferences,
then your institution needs a subscription to the ACM Digital Library!

The ACM Digital Library has:

Over 20 ACM pzkblications and archives
$5 years of conference proceedings
Advanced searching capabilities
Over 50,000 bibliographic citations
350,0004- pages of downloadable text

m a t e o n h e resource
Conaact ACM today to receive a F E E GIFT for inquiring about the ACM Digital
Library for your institution (while supplies last). Please mention code ADSLA21.
A c a d e m i c I n s t i t u t i o n s , please c o n t a c t :
ACM M e m b e r Services
e-mail: a c m h e l p @ a c m . o r g
p h o n e : +I-212-626-0500
fax: +I-212-944-1318

C o r p o r a t i o n s a n d C o n s o r t i a , please c o n t a c t :
DL C o o r d i n a t o r
e-mail: d l - i n f o @ a c m . o r g
p h o n e : f 1-212-626-0518
fax: +I-212-944-1318

Do you desire to b
Then you

For the first time ever, SLW will ~ e v c t ean errti1-e day to expanding your understanding of the quaiities and siciils
required for leadership. S M Leadership Day at the 9lst Annual Conference will provide the needed spark to
educate and motivate divkion, chapter, caucus and inter~ationalleaders to greater snccess and recognition. The
day begzs with a continental breaEast for aii participants at 8:00 AM, followed by three primary segments:

Leadership Development Institute (9~00
AM to g2:0
The day will commence with a new and expanded program developed to enhance the outcome for a2 S U leaders
-*
and those who may be interested in serving. 6 fiis foundational meeting for Leadership Day v d l irdude newly
elected chapter presidents and presidents-elect, division chairs and chairs-eiect. caucus co;we~ei-sand urGt officers attending the afternoon worksshops. The program wil introduce leaders to their I-oiesand responsibilities and
aid in the developme~tof leadership skiiis. Current Ieadevs are invited to atrend and share theiv ex~eriences.

Transformational[ Leadership for SE

Leaders (g 2:BO P
K
W to 2:gB

Organizations and individuais must iearn to thrive on change. It's everywhere, the gace 1s accelerating, and
failing to be proactive sets you up to be ebsolete. Learn from Carol IGr?sey Goman, Ph.9. how to 'Se a
transformational leader. change the difficult behaviors responsible for your past success, and lead your
organization to a productive envixonment, meeting its 'Susir.ess goals. Sponsored by LZXLSO-NEXISB.

Officer Workshops ( 2 0 0 PM 50 3:38 PM).
The afternoon of Leadership Day will provide for more personal Interaction a r ~ ddiscussio:? on topics that
specifically address a current leader's respomibilkies-or a fl~tureieader's i~terests Association committee
chairs and unit officers includir,g archivists, advoczcy/pubiic relations chairs, bulIetis? editors list owners,
membership cham, professional deveiopment chairs, treasurers, and webmasters will gatber For these interesring and thought-provoking seminars.
With a fdi-day commitment to renewing your leadership er~ergiesm d sWlls, you'll be motivated for the rest of
the conference and prepared to take on your responsibilities as ar: §LA leader witll total focus.
For more information, cofitact S M s Leadership Deveiopnent staff by calling 1-202-939-3638. "dsu can aiso
connect via eiectro-onicmail at ieadership@sla.org

Leadership Day et.ents sponwred by
A
&

rncmb" d i b c R%d Elicv c. p l i xoua

Deiaware River LLD the Schuylkill River. The Pennsylvania Conventio~Center is located in
the heart of Center City?two blocks east of City Hall, with an entrance at 12th Q Arch
Streets and. a new entrance at 12th & Market Streets. The City of Brotherly Love is America's first great. city, anti at times, you'll vividly feel the influence of the ei.&teenth century
while iearniiig about a group of bold Americans forging a nation at Independence Hall.
From 1790 to 1800, Philadelphia was our nation's capital and many of the buildings used
by the Cocgess and the Executive Branch are open for you to explore.
Enjoy t5e warm weather in June (average temperature (F) 72) and take advantage of
Phiiadel$Ws endless outdoor recreational opportunities. From walking to biking to hiking,
you ui1I find trails and scenery to your healthy heart's content. And with six professional
sports teams and a multitude of college teams, this is a sports-iovers' paradise. In between
the action, spend a leisurely day in some of the most beautiful shopping districts and largest malls in h e country. Remember, there's no sales tax on dothing.
Voted by Conde'Nasf Da~eZeras the Best Restaurant City in America, you'll want to enjoy some of Philadelphia's world-class restaurants such as: The Garden, Striped Bass, Coco
Pazzo, and the Vega Grill. For those looking for more casual dining, try out Hardshell Cafe,
Seafood U~lirnited,Siam Cuisine Thai Restaurant, or Upstares at Varalli. If you are craving
a little more rmsic and a'lmosphere, try the blues zt Warmdaddy's restaurant, "opera" sev2. week at Victor Cafe ''Music Lover's Rendezvous", jazz at Zanzibar Blue, or 70s
en@II&S
and 80s dancr3g at Po* Esther's. You can also enjoy a full complement of performing arts,
from classid masic and opera to ballet and modern dance, and from theatrical productions
to fim festivals.

Museum
JimMcVt~Iliams

44%"rjar& $ E Y ~ C $ ~ Q B " I ;Center
S~
Ci~y
(Daw~mw
Philadelphia)
~
Conventisn Center District-Chinatown; The Gallery; The African American Museum.
Historic Waterfront District-Society Hill, an eighteenth cenpdry waterfront neighborhood on 5ye Delaware river; Penn's Landing, Philadelphia's beatltiful waterfront park area
featuring an assemblage of historic ships and submarines.
Old City Cultural District-The Home of Betsy Ross; eighteenth century row homes;
Elfreth's Ailq (America's oldest residential street); Independence National Historic Park;
Independence Hall; The Liberty Bell and Franklin Court.
Parkwq Museum District-Academy of Katural Sciences; Pennsylvania Academy of
Fine Arts; Franklin Institute Science Museum.
W i i ~ h g t a nSquare District-Antique Row; Library Cornpany of Philadelphia; Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
Ri~tenbouseSquare District-Civii War Library and Museum; Shops at the Bellevue;
Academy of Mwic; Philadelphia Stock Exchange; The Shops at Liberty Place; DisneyQuest.

'Tow2%
For yoxr enjoyxect, SLA will be offering a city-wide tour of Phiiadelphia. Additional
tours will be listed in the SLA Preliminaiy Conj?erencePropram (mailed in early March).

u ;;$~giro:5
Thougi? you'll be busy attending conference programs, make time in your schedule to
visit some of ?hiladelphia's major attractions. Philadelphia has everythag to offer from a
small town to a large metropolis.
Philadeiphia offers more than one-hundred museums to suit every taste. From the interna20r:aliy renowned-such as the PhiIadelphia Mweum of m. Franklin Institute of Science Mnseum, Amdeny of Natural Sciences Museum, Museum of American Art at the
Pennsyivania Acadeny of Fine Arts-to those focusing on special interests, there are a
wide varieq of tours and experiences awaiting you, Here's a sample:
1ndepe:idenca Hali. Located at 6th and Chestnut Streets see where the Declaration of
Independence was s i g ~ e dand adopted in 1776, and where the Constitution was written
in 1787.

Cqv Hall
J nM c W l l l n m

Liberty Beil. Located a few blocks away from Independence Ha2, you'il see the Liberty
Beil, an international symbol of iibem.
Franklin Cocrt. Located 2 fen7 blocks away f:cm t L k L&e@ Beil, 3anklin Cmrt ceiebrates tile industriousness of Ber~jminFraddin,
Declara'Lion House (Graff House). Located at 9th and Market Streets, visitors wiri 2nd a
reconstxction of the hone vji?ere ikaerian statesman, Thomas jefferson, lived and ivmte
tiie Declaration of Independence.

Sf~oppSng
Philadelphia offers &-free shopping on do'kes and Center City7the city's central shopping district, boasts more thm ZCZO rezii and depmment stores srrch as Stravbrldge's
and Lord Q '15,yior. Between these two stores is The Gaileg, 'L;k Ia~ges';urban
ir, the
nation. with over 2% stores.

Dining
TMio of the top one-hundred restaurants in the country n z m d by Esquire magazine are
iocated in Center City. Ten of the top one-hundred are in Piriadeiphia. So whether your out
to g e t s quick bite or out on the town, tiiere is a specialty :estauract for aE pdates.

E~$erdnment
At night the city is abuzz, withk two biocks of the conve~tioncenter you'll fixd one of
America's premier cult=~rddistrids, the Avence of G?e Am. South Street offers a diverse
..
q g t i i f e scene. A spectrua of dance dubs =d bars provide entertahment with comedy,
jazz, and rock.

Cancerts
Qne of the greatest 'Li?ings abczt snmme: Ln PYdaddphia is Lie Maan Center for the Performkg Arts. Located in Fairmone a r k (near 52nd St. & Pafxside Aye.), rsinctes from
Center City, the center is one of C?e nation's iargest oztdoor performance vecues and a renowned cultural jewel offeri~glive surmer enteFzinment. Long-known as the sammer
home of the Phhdelphla Orchestra. the center &so fezkms jazz, pops, famiy entertainment, contemporary artists m d more.

5par.s~
With seven prcfessiond 'Learns, there is dways something tc cheer abont, Pililadeipizia
ranked second among "Arr,er;ca's Most Livable Spcrs Cities" by fie Spmng N w s . The
suzmer months bring on America's Favorite Pastime jbaseb&) and the National 3aske"L5ail Association's (NBA) 76ers.

'1'~anrpwtatibs;n
Getting in and around the Phiiadelpizis, area has never h e n easier. The city's szbway and bb;s system is safe, clean and convenknt and runs throughout the downtown
area. The city's taxi system is aiso reliable and cheap compared 60 ot5er Eastern Seaboard cities. The Philadelphia internatioca! Airport is less &an a twer,@ m%nuteride
from downtown.

Warst t o Know Mare?
Visit the §LA web site at =~w.sia.~rg/co~f/Z§O§/ir:dex.htd,
Sick on Piziladdphia Host
Chapter Site. Our hosts have put together a great po&-il to the ciy of Philzdelphia, Pennsylvania, USA for conference attendees. There, one w3I learn more aboct the city and its
many attractions: tours, museum, transporttt'io~~,
reskxxants a n i much much more.
Yoc wili d s 3 find instructions to subscribe to the discussion Iist -- set up by our
hosts to help everyone znswer those questions not avairabble eisewhere. So,
join us on the discussion iist, make you: plans, and pack y o u bags. THE
&$
piace to be is Philadelphia, PA, USA--June 10-15, ZCOCi

ir seems o w mest impired thi~kersmamqed to iook the part.
So during this year's SiA Confereqce, we're hoiding a
miiiennium costume party t o honor inspiring ~hinkers!
All conference attendees are invited t o " C e i e b r ~ t i ~ g
inspiring Thinkers" on b e :2. We encourage ycu
t o dress r*p as yodr favorite thinker of the past 2,COO years,
. .

"oci can aiso participate in oGr "Name This Thinker" contest.

Celebrating inspiring Thinkers
(Anevent spo~soredby SiA, :he P$i!adeiphia Chapter of
Specid S h x i e s June 12, 2000 * Franklin institute
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Phiiedelpkia, PA
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Speed has always been a competitive factor and corporate asset in the business world.
The growth of the Internet has created an equal opportunity for information service professionals in both big and small companies to improve their efficiency.
The prominent advantages of a web source are timeliness, accessibility, and thus, the
speed. You are provided with instant updates on issues like rules, official statements, interpretatims, sfztistics, etc., and these documents can be accessed twenty-four hours a day,
seven days a week.
There are so many vaiuable financial web sites cn the Internet that it is impossible
to include them ail in this article, but it does focus on a few important sites that address
general accountirig issues. The sites were chosen based upon their authority, usefulness, and reliability.

PBLHGIES

ULES

It is vital to ccnstantiy update your knowledge in iegal issues especially in a sensitive
area like the accounting practice. The following are official U.S. government web sites that
you may want to visit on a regular basis.
The G e r e r d Accounting Office
http://www.g~o~gov

The General Accounting Office jGAOj was established by titile Bu&et and Accounting Act of
1921 (31 U.S+C. 702), to independently audit Government agencies. The GAO, under the
control and dkection of the Comptroller General of the United States, exams all matters relating to the receipt and disbursement of public funds.

Di Su 2 rg~rence litran'an, York Colkge /amam, NZ He m q be reached at
su@prk.any.edu.
information Dutlooh Rpril 2000
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Main sections on the site are:
GAS R.eport: ar;C Tese-lmoay - Maintains the last three months
reports. For older reports you can follow the link to archives.
Most of the documents are availabie in loot3 ASCII text and PDF
versions. If an electronic version is not available, the citation
will be linked to an online form to order a printed copy. GAQ's
Daybook (recent a.nnoancements) is also available from here in
PDF format.
Somp'dier Generg 2ecis43ns and O$ii?ions - Prepared by GAQ's Qffice of Generd Cmnsd, each Decision is identified Sy a numbering
system beginning with B- (numberj and Gate. %e MI text of each
Iisted Decision can be retrieved ix either HTR& or PDF version.
Sir8 RepYt~sf Federal Ageaccj 3 ~ l e s- indudes GAO FederaI
Rules Database. You a n search by agency name, mIe f i e , or pubIiation date from pull-down menus.
GAG PciicylGaidance Psbiia2';ons - b o n g these publications are
Go~emmentAuditing Standark (The Yellow Book), GAO's Gene?-ai
P02in'es/?rocedures and Csmmunicaabns &anlra!, flinandal Audit
Manual (Volume 1: Methodoicg, Volume 2: Took), and Federal&f o m a ~ o nSystem ControlsAuditiLanud AII documents are in PCF
format.
Special ,i~b3czticns- Special topics from Buskess Pxocess Reengineering Guide to YZK issues, Each document is indicated fomat
:
type, i t . , NTML, TXT,or
GAO FraiidXET - You can report allegations sf fraud, waste,
abuse or aismanagement of federal k c d s by fiiling ont a FraudNET Form online.
fiJai%~
Lists - After you have registered onidine, you w3 receive
- ^"--"a
instant email of Daybook (Daily list of newly reieased and newly
available GAQ reports and testimony), and Decisions (Daily 3st of
newly released Comptroller Generd Decisions).
-4 site search engine is powered by Infoseek. Wavigating on the
site is fast and smooth since it is a text-only site. A maaxal of
V L W is provided with general information md search assistance,
althtrgh it wadd be more helpful if hyyedizis were provided
within the manual which is approximately fom-Wo pages iong.
L

The t-3.
Securities a d . Exchax~ge@~mr,ission
E-rt~://www.sec,gc'i7

The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), created by
Congress under tize Secu?iOts Exchange Act gf 1934, is an M e pendent, nonparkan, qwi-jndiciai reglatory agency. The SEC's
mission is to "administer federal semities laws and lssue mies
ad regdations to provide protection for investors and t-L, enszre
that the securities markets are fair and honest." The laws adnrinistered by the Commksion are the Scmnties Act OJC 1933 SemazZS
Exchange Act gf 1934; Public U17'Zip Ho!ding Compaztly Acl gf
1935; PWCIndenture Act QJ" 1.939; Invesmmt Cmapany Act yo
1340;and Ini~estnzentAdvisers Act- sf1940 .
The Commission &so serves as an adviser to federal courts in
corporate reorganization proceedings under Chapter I1 of the
Banhptcy Refom Act of8978. R e Cormissfon reports a n m a y
to Cor,gress on administratior?_of the semrges 1 2 ~ ~P:e
s . current
annud report (2998, as the time of this writing) is zvafia5k at:
h~p://m.sec.gov/asec/annrep98/arfrontxn:htm

Main sections are:
In;jest~r&s.{&nce &,Cozj+$&& - 6.&s Investor derts, FP,Q 92
investing, SEC n e w zard public statements, data on complaints and
studies, Iinks to federal ageccies, state agencies, and investor e & ~ cation sites.
2EZAR i)a&base - ~ O W you
S to retrieve pz3iicly availabk filings
submiffed to the SEC 3om January 1994 tc the present for Ikee. Beginning in May 1995, the SEG required dl p i f ~ kc o q m i e s to fiie
registration statements, reports, and other form electronimi1y
tFzough EDGAR (short for Ekctr~nicDzta Gathering, Analysis, m d
Retrieval system), exce~tfcr foreis companies and the smallest of
public companies w h e securities are e x e q t fiom x@st:ation mder Reg A or Reg D. SEC fsings are psted to the EDGAR Database
24 hours afkr the date of fiiiling. (For more information cn EDGAR,
see author's article "Eleclronic Szcks: Using Web Smrces ix 'ieference Service9'in fieReference Libranm 65, 1999,pp. 551-176.)
SEC 3j.ges'S Q Stzemects - Provides Xews Digests (Daily Surxmaries), Press Releases, 'Lipco~ingSEC Events, Speecizes by SEC Officials, Congressional Testimony: Commission Leg$ Briefs, Special
S9~dies,and Annual Report of the Go~mission.
Current SEC Rdemak'sg - Includes Proposed Rides, Final Rdes,
SEC Concept and Inteprektive Releases, Sdected Stzff AccoxrEkg
B:3.2ethsZOther Commission Notices and Icformaticn, SRC Rjiemaking, and Excllange Act Exempthe Applications.
Enforcerne~tActions - Icciudes E$orcement Acions, %acing Suspensions, Investor Ak%, internet-Rela2d ~nouccements,SEC
A4iaocap Fraud Initiatives, Insider Pading! znd SEC Division of Enforcement Com@&t Center.
The site offers a text-or& version. Search engnes are provided
for both EDGAR arcF:ives and ccn-EXAX docments.
The &'. S. BfE'ice sf Xanagezeat a n 5 Badget
h~@://~x7ww.wMtebcnse,g~v/~xb
T3e mission of the Office of Mmagement w:d Budget ( O M )is tc
"assist the ?resident of tbe U&ed Smes k overseekg the preparation
of the federal budget a d to su;~iierJiseits a d ~ ~ i s t r a t i okn executive
brmch agencies." DAMEalso er,smes that agencies' repom, nries, tes~ b o n y .and proposed Ie@$acion are mcsistent wil3 tke Preside~t's
sear& by type:
budget a d w2h a d ~ ~ i s t r a l i policies,
cn
Yoa
The Budget
Circdars
9MB Testimony
Memoranda
B~KIetins
Federal Register
Statemens of Admi~istratio~
~olicy(SAPS)
The site is text-only and a s i z sea.& engine is provided.

American 3r:s'citxts of Certified Public Accomtants
http:// www,zicpa.org
The hmericzn Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)
is the ?ational, professional organization for all Certified Public Accountants in the United States. With more than 330,000 members
its mission is tc "provide members with the resources, information,
and leadership that enable them to provide valuable services in the
highest professional manner to benefit the public as well as ernployers and clients."
You ca.n view AICPA's publication list by clicking on "Online Publications" or "Pxbs" outside the frame. Main sections are:
Nagza,ines acd NewsieEers- journal of Accountaiaqy Online, The
CPA LetteI: fie Practicirg CPA, fie Tar AdviseP (for full-text,
members cdy], and InJoTech Update (for full-text, xlembers only).
Accoc.nf:ing SQndaxis Execv,tive Ccrn~itCtx - AcSEC Exposae
Drafts: AcSEC Comment Letters to Other Organizations, and Other
Comment Letters.
& and. AEcsB..tio~S%ndards Accou.nl:ing S!;anciards, &rer k
Summaries of Recently issued Auditing Standards, Recently Issued
Auditing interpretations, Auditing Standards Board Meeting Highlights and Agendas, Audit Issues Task Force Advisories, Illustrative
OMB Ckculsr A-133 Report Examples, and Exposure Drafts.
Profes&a.IEth.ics- Code of Professional Conduct, Bylaws
-binif.zrm Accc:xnzccy Act - You can dcwnload a c o ~ yor view issue
briefs and other related material.
A site search engine is provided for searching AICPA Online.
Other Search Engines are also linked for surfing on the Internet
such as Excite, Yahoo, Open Text, Alta Vista, Lycos, Webcrawler,
and DejaNews.

Fnancizl Accountiag Research Syster:. (FAP') - Contents, Pricing,
and Downloadable Demo
Pub::ications - Descriptions, Order information, and Pricing
FASB Caseb~ok- FASB Cases on Recognition 6L Measurement

Strong U.S. economy has e~abledmany US. companies to expand their business abroad. Globalization is inevitable in the new
millennium. If your firm's business involves foreign ciientele, it will
be beneficial to bookmark the following sites.

.

.

.

,

Intematiarzd Federation of Accok~nta~ts
http://www,ifac.arg
International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) is the worldwide
organization for the accountancy profession with 143 member body
organizations in 104 countries (as of the time of this writing) representing over two million accountants.
The site is divided into five rn& sections: IFhC Facts and Figures,
IFAC News, Committee Activities, Publications and. Guidance, and
C3uncil Developments. In WAC News" you m. read the most current
press releases, major initiatives, meethg notices, etc. L? "Publications
and Guidance" you can view the following type of documents:
Outstanding Exposure Drafts, Audi~ngaad Related Services,
Ethics, Education, Financial and Management Accounting, Information Technology, Public Sector, Menbership, and Other Publications.
A site search engine is provided. It tells you the size of each retrieved document, e.g., 50.3K, and format, e.g., PDF.

Gmwn;mer,!:af ~ ~ c o a r d j , ,nhgn d z r d s Board
ht@:N-mw--.mtgersSedz/.A~cwsrn~n~ra~/gasb/
index,htd
Th:: mission of the Governmental Accounting Standards Board
(GASB') is to "establish and improve standards of state and local
govementa1 accounEing and financial reporting that will result in
useful information for users of financial reports and guide and educate the public, including issilers, auditors, anz users of those finaricial reports."
Its @&ations indade Exposure Drafts, Governmental Accounting Research System, and SurnmarieslStaeus.
A slite search engine is powered by Excite. The site is a subsite of Rutgers Accounting Web at Rutgers State University of
Xew Jersey.

P i ~ a g c i dA.,s,counting Standards Board
kL~://~mn~~rdtger~.edu/ikcea~n~ng/~~aw/fas~
The rjssion of the Financial Accounting Standards Boarc:
{FASB) is to "establish and improve standards of fxancial accounting and reporting for the guidance and education of the public, including iss~ers,auditors, and users of financial information."
its contents include
ActLonAle, - Board Actions and Upcoming Meetings
SuminaesrStam - Samaries and Status of aU FASB Statements
Expxure 3;zf s - Recent FASB Exposure Drafts

Providing
Global
information
Solutions

TRADITIONAL AND CUTTING-EDGE POSITIONS FOR
iNFORMATION PROFESSIONALS.
CONTRACT AND INTERIM STAFFING
EXECUTIVE RECRUITMENT
OUTSOURCING SOiUTlONS FOR INFORMATION &
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT PROJECTS

LIBRARY ASSOCIATES
8845 West Olympic Blvd., Suite 100
.Beverly Hills, CA 90211
Ph: (310) 289-1067 Fax: (310) 289-9635
info@libraryassociates.com
www.libraryassociates.com
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Ir,tematiorzd Acccunting Standards Pva~n.ittee
:1=~://'~i~~nv.iasr.org.tlk
aased in London and witk fiose reiztionship v&ln IFAC, the International Axountirg S+ZmdaYdsCommittee J M C ; is m %&pendent
pr"vate-sector body working to achieve uaifamdty in fle accountkg
ot;l;er organiza.ticns for 5prhciples that are used by bzrskesses
n a r d reporthg iaroznd the world. One hundred
foq-thee professicnd accounfmq organizations k lC4 muntries are members.
Decisions on acwmthg principles are made +y tbe Board of W C and
issued in the form of Wenation& Accountir,g Stmdards. Mexbers of
C2e Board are appointed by IFAC in conszkitioa W%T WC.
Its Principal HSC Publication Series, v~hicizare fee-based and
order inf~rmationis provided, indude:
Annual Bound Volume of Inamational Accou,z'LingStandards
Interna'LionalAccounting Standards on CD-ROM
Iatemational Accounting Standards (individual copies)
Basis for Condusions jPu5lished occasionaiiy for c e a t n Standards)
Exposure Drafts of Proposed International Accountkg Standards
Draft Statements of Principles (issued for comxent by IASC Steering Committees)
Discussion and Issues Papers
Interpretations of Intexaticcnl Accounting Standards
IWSC Insight (Quarrerlynewsletter)
HSC Update (Summary newsletter issued immediately &r XSC
Board meetings)
News from the SIC (Summary newsletter isszed immediately after
SIC meetings)

Is it time for you to re-wduate your
insurance? Introducing the Specid
Libraries Association hsurmee
Program. Two new products now
availaide to hdp you meet your needs.

> Choose my dentisty m wmt md
Iswer your medical expenses with
Den@ayTM.This dental insurance can
help keep you md yom family's smiles
bright md healthy. @OC.#4l)
> Reduce o,ut-sf=pocketexpenses yoli
or your fwily m g iacux due to
hospihh-ition. Our Hospital Imdemnily
Expense plan offers daily beaefits for
hospital stays. Benefits are gdd directly
to the covered person md can be used
however they see fit. @OC.%2)
Qws&ls&lons:
WsM the Special Libraries

Association Web site at www.$fa.org
or order the appropriate Plan
documents from our 24-hour Fax on
Demand system at 1-888-678-6698.
You may dso cdi our Customer
Service Department d 1-880-7496983, Monday through Friday, from
$ 5 0 AM to 6:00 PM, Eastern Time.
Note: Not all piam available in all states.

IASC Annual Review
Surveys
joint Publicatiocs wi5i Other SW&mI-Setti~gBodies (G4tlj
Commnt LeEers
'Ikaining Materia:
A site search ecgine is p v i d e d . Pdso provided is an o a k
MSC member directoy. 31the U S , raem3ers are 1nstiP~'leof Masagenent Accoun2nts of Montcrde (Kew Jersey;, National Association of Sate Boards of Accoua%nq of WashviEe (Tennessee), and
The American Instikte of Certified Public Accounzets (AlCFAj.

%%at are today's trends in accounting k i d ? What zre 5 e new
issues List zre is dismssix? The fo?Sotving sites are icf~mative
and contain u? to date icformation.

&%bit Egis -- AccouEW~~'~
Buyer's Guide, Top 100 Products, 1040
Tax Software, Acccusticg Software - Hi& End, Accounting Soft-

ware -- SmaZ Business, CD-ROM Tax Research, Client Write-Up,
Cor~tietiingEdxmtion, Financial Planning, Fixed Assets, Forms Services Software, Internet Tax,Research, Malpractice Insurance, Payroll Software, and Practice Management.
-.L/~~GISS:~G
- SAccounting & Auditing, Financial Planning, Tax,
Technology, m d Your Practice.
A site search engine is powered by Excite.

,
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Web sources are being added to the Internet constantly. If you
caa'i ficd something you want today, you may find it tomorrow.
The fobwing sites could serve as portals for accounting profession.
CPAXet
ht@://wamw~cpznee.c~m

Alsc known as cpalinks.com, this site serves as the web site resource an6 ache commnity for accounting professionals. Among
a a n y usehl links are Accounting (428), Assurance (70), Audit
(78), Consulting (761,Finance (3101, Financial Planning (63), and
Timation Q L2.w (253). The figures in parenthesis are the nambers
of related web sites that were included by the site atthe time of tllilis
writing. IE addition to a site search engine, it provides direct access
CLQ the foEowing search engine finance subsites: IOChot, AltaVista,
Gnet, fxcite, Financewise, Infoseek, Looksmart, HotBot, Lycos, Lycos St&, Snap!, Webcrawler, and Yahoo!

-

1
.
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on the web. You can search accounting fiims 5y an alphabetic listing, or by state, or by country. Kent Information Services, Inc., specializes in publications that help accounting, auditing, government,
and tax professionals in public practice and industry use technology, especially the Internet, in their work. Its publications include:
Internet Bulletin for CPAs
Internet Reference Guide
Internet Bullet
1998 CPA's Guide to the Internet
The CPA's Gllide to Web Commerce
The CPA's Guide to Intranets
The CPA's Guide to Information Security
heounf.lngl\a'et
h.-trp://accatmtinggp~o2nett,eo~
Renamed itself as "Pro2Net" for the new millennium, AccountingNet delivers accounting news, business information, products,
and services. You may want to visit its Research Library for valuable resources. A site search engine is provided. Hoover's arid
EDGAR databases are available. Xegistered users can also search
WiIey GAAP and GAAS Online.
Experience to Share

Generally, you can retrieve a target document from site's "Publications" list. For recent publications "News Release'' on the front
. page may be a shortcut. Anot5er way to search for a publication is
: to run a keyword search throug?? a site search engine which is
available on most of the web sites nowadays.
Rtrtgers Accom2ing WBb
Sometimes you may receive a request on a current web docuht~://-~m-t%f~.ns.tgers.e~~lAcc~u~.ting/raw/
ment and be provided with its specific page address. If, for various
Maintained by Rutgers Accounting Research Center of Rurgers reasons, the specified page location refuses to appear, delete the exState University of New Jersey, Rutgers Accounting Web (RAW) is tension from the URL, go to <he main page fist, i.e., with gov, org,
one of' t i ~ elargest accour~tingsites in the Internet. Besides AAA, edu, corn, net, etc. at the end of ti?e address. Then find a relevant
FASB, and GAS3 mentioned earlier, other accounting organizati~ns . hyperlink to enter further. If the site offers a sear& engine, run a
on the RTVV include Association of Government Accountants keyword search through it.
(AGA), I n s h c e of Internal Auditors, Inc. (IIA), Institute of ManSome documents get really huge. You are looking for, say, figagenrect Accotrntants K91"~), and Association of College acd Uni- ures in operating income in a 1966k, 540-page 10K report, but you
versity Auditors (ACUA).
don't have time to read through it you may use "find" function in
Ti?e site offas research information, directory links to interna- the browser to get the location(s) of the words "operating income"
tionai 8zccountingnetwork sites. its features include:
in the document.
Accounting Resources en the Internet
Except &ose in PDF or MS Word fomai, web ciocunents, especiala
Internet Center
ly those with frames, may need to be edited if you are to provide neat
* Major Courses
printouts. Some web sites no~7offer "Printer Friendly" version which
Sources of Information
breaks out frame. Or you can save tke document on hard drive, open it
AccounZct's Corner &
Accountants
i
on Call
with a word processing program, e d it, insert page numbers, increase
A site search
is provided. Sometimes the traffic may be or decrease font size, etc., to make the docment a nicer presentation.
heavy Cne to the popularity of the site, you may want to use one of
Adobe Acrobat Reader is recommended to inst& since a good
the mkror sites for faster speed. RAW'S mirrors are avaiIable in Ha- . number of web documents are in PDF format. To download the free
waii, UK, Australia, Finland, Japan, Spain, and Singapore.
program, go to http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/main.html
It is necessary to make a backup copy of all bookmarks that you
Accoi;:nti~.~g
Prafessianal's Wesource Center
use most frequently with a floppy disk in case your computer
h e p :/h~z~w.Siexi~s.c~m/index.h~2
crashes. The backup copy is also convenient if you sometimes need
EsLqbiished in 1995 by Kent Information Services, Inc. in Ohio, to run searches cn different computers or frem remote locations.
simply upload the bookmarks from floppy disk drive to the
the center provides a comprehensive and well-organized directoiy, - Ycu c a ~
"Site Seelser", for accounting professionals and financial exec~rtives browser, and start your search righe away.
@
.
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The assoc&;on m&.t&s
nine sepxate fmds ~R-I c m 3 7 k g out the policies a d pra&ces of the association. %~ce
SM is Lmqorated LI the United SQtes, the k n d accounting m d claSs%ation stmdxds zrc d e t e d ~ e dby the Financial A m n t i n g Stanciards Boxd (FMB). The purpose
of the FASB stmdards is to provide a c o ~ p z a b i nportkg
e
:
and regulation of zII not-for-profit orgarjzations. F-ands are
classified by FMB as restrided or urzestrickd. Restricted
Srands x e $lose for which there is a specific purpose x:d/or
use. 2ansfers in a d m t of reslrided fmds are 'iinikd tc
C?e specirlc purpose or use. In SLA's siaation, all h a d
~ansfersrequke approval of the board of directars.
Qf the nine %rids currently in piace, the Generk Fmd
is the largest and most active. The General %.cd includes
fne activities of the sssociation to develop and deliver the
programs and services to the membership: membership
deveiopment; serial publications; exhibits and a d v e r b
ing; conferences and meetings; professional development;
wee: services; public relations; government relations;
fund development; leadership services; research; information resources; f~nancialservices; admhistrative services; and computer services. The ciirrent budget of the
Generzl Filnd exceeds $8 rniEion~and is go-wing consistently eeach year.
:.
The subsidiary funds are reserve and er,c,wment
funds estabIished by 5-eboazit of direcars for more specific purposes. %ere are c-~rrentlyeight su3sidia1-y funds:
General Reserve; k f o r ~ a t i c nTechnologies; Buiiding Reserve; SLA S&olarsXp; Non-Seriai Publications; Special
Liiiraries Association Endowment; Steven I. 8Goldspiei
Memorial Research; and Copien. The %nd purpose statement axe deeiied below:
General &serve Fund: Serves to angaect resIar
operatkg f x d s so that essential association activities
and financial commitments can be snstained d u r i g unanticipated periods of low income or increased expense
due to economic, legal, or regdatory problem. The god of
the f a d , as set by board &ion, is to maintak reserves
equd to one year's operating expenses. An annual contriis made from C?e General Fund 'Lo enbution ($25,800)
sure its growth for f m r e needs.
Informztion Technologies mnd: Serves as 2 source
For more i.oimntion, of reventre for 2 ~ pzrrchase
e
of technology, iinduding comcontact
p t e r so-hare and hardware; telecomxucica~onsequipRichard V?allacee
nent; and other criticai systems. An annual contrCbXion
sLr: li.tasurer
($26,000)
is made from Cqe Generai Fmd to ensure its
{~evialla&mtziey.co~ growth for hture needs.

Bu3d"mg Reserve: Serves as a source of revenue for $le
unexpecbi, md not for day-tc-day operatjonzl eqenses.
An annual contribution (m~entiy$18,680) is made from
the Generzl %EQ to ens~zeits growth for kmre needs.
SLA SchoIaxsMp ?&lad: Sewes to suppoa", annual
schoiasship a'ivxds to candidates who qudiFy for accredited library sc3ools. Totd awards of five scblarships at
$6,050 each are issued, Scholxships zre to be paid from
earnings on the principal bdance.
Won-Serial aals~cicafisnsjNSPf Fund: Used for developing and. producing non-serial publications. It is intended. to be a self-sustaining fmd h i e d QE t3e sales cf
the books produced.
SLW. Endomerst Fund: Serves to provide progams
and servkes whit:? wiii further the scientific, literary9s ~ d
educational pnrposes for which SLA is organized zcd operated. Such programs and sewices include pubEca,tions,
research projects, s5dy grants, continuing edxcation programs, p.&Aic awareness activities, special sbdies, and
information disseminztim activi5es.
Steven 1, Goldspiel Memorial Research Faad:
Serves to s u p x t 21e projects w%ck address the gods as
identified in eke association's research program, as approved by the 5oa,-6, me principal iwestxent of $45,000
made by Gisdosnre, Inc. an6 any subsequent contribn",ions shail remain intact.
Cspkn F C I H ~ :Serves as a source of revenue for Cqe
Ror, eoplen Leadership Address at <?e VJirEer EdWZi33
Conference or other appropriate meeting. The prior year's
interest cn prizlcipal earnings only shaE be expended.
In C?e Generd Fund: severa! program and activities
typicdy realize a net iacome s t the end of the Bsczl year:
membership deveiopment, cowferecces and meetings,
a:ofessional devebpment; ?md development, wd ?dinvestments. These revenue-prod-~cers%ad the r e m i ~ i n gprog a n s and sewices ( m i $ p-~biicaticns,career ~ e ~ c e s ,
public relations, government relations, research, and information resources).
in the subsidiary fmds, the main sources of revenue
are reaIized from icvestment income and contrib~tions.
Each mem2er of the association has the oppomniq to
make tzx-deductible co~tributionsto a y or all of 21e
c
a
c be sccomplished through :he m n z d
funds. 22s s
caxpaign, the dues renewal, or planned giving.
Audited Bnmt?cial s2tements of ead? specific k n d are
prepared aanually by an indepeadent accounting firm as
&
approved by the board of d'iectors,

I~&X.UX&%QXZ

is a crucial corporate asset. ~t Inmagic,

via the Web and corporate intranets. Ivmagic offers

Inc., we give you the tools you need to get the most out

a broad array of products, from out-of-the-boxinforma-

of your information.

tion management solutions to a fd[y integrated library

We are a global leader in providing information

system. Our software is used by more than half of the

management and library automation solutions. And

Fortune 500 and in over 50 countries because i t is

our Web p u b k h i n g technology helps information

robust, flexible, easy to implement, and easy to use.

professionals effectively manage and disseminate

-

diverse types of data text, multimedia and images -

lnmagic has what you need to make yoirr
information work for you.
15.-

For more information visit us at ww\w.inmagic.com
or caIl80o-22g-83g8 ex!. 257
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Empowering Information Leaders

IPublisher of C w r e n t Contents" and Science Citation Index"

~~isinet.ca~m

Early explorers and navigators of the unciiarted areas
of our planet had to progress and advance their expedi'Lions with little assistance, but followers were %ore efficient, had less risk, and were also more effective, as their
maps were more informati~~e
of alternative paths, dangers: and conditions. When surfing the web, each expedition is almost as novel as any previous me. The mechanisms to provide the ability to step back, to retrace our
steps, and to prevent us from going to where we do not
want to go, are primitive.
We need to provide tools for the user to find alternative paths, or shortest paths, besides adding interesting
URLs to our unmanageable list of favorites, so all pages
are one click away. In our real world, travelers, pilots,
and sai'iors need maps to guide their journey. Maps provide a capacity to plan routes, to retrace steps, to evaluate
alterriatives. Our hypothesis is that: maps can be useful in
guiding web journeys.
Ic fact, recent webmasters are adding site maps to
tiieir servers. Examples are Microsoft WebMapper, IBM's
Mapucaho, and Lotus' Webcutter. These are also linear
listings or perhaps simple diagrams, with hierarchically
stmcture of the many documents in a site, but are still
very limited in visually conveying informaticn and a
sense of space &?d proximity. They are even less success511 in displayingwhich documents and pages refer to others and wnich are the existing dternative paths. Findy,
they limit their information to one indiviclud site; they
provjde no map of the world beyond.

: key requirements for a VWWV navigator is to maintain
the user's sense of orientation and facilitate navigation
within the context of the to+& information space.
The modern web browsers, such as Netscape and Microsoft Internet Explorer, can effectively assist the user
j to manage and access information on the World Wide
- Web. They excited people's interest because of the struc. ture of hypertext that provides users with an effective
. and convenient way to move in cyberspace. This is done
by clicking on a series of hyperlinks embedded in hyperdocuments.
However, these web browsers can not give users a visual "map" to guide their web journey, They do not provide a sense of "space" while the user is exploring the
. (cyber) space; instead they only give a series of lists
(bookmarks and history lists are at most a one-dimensional graphical presentation). This is mainly because of
the difficulty of constructkg such a huge, complex, and
dynamic map with a (virtually) anlimited number of
nodes and edges.
: Most existing visualization techniques emphasize
- "site mapping". That is, they try to find an effective way
of constructing a structured geometrical map for one web
: site (a local map). For example, a .hyperbolic tree Over. view Diagram has beer, developed by Inxight Software
: Co. However, the "site mapping" technique only maps a
- single web site, and can only guide the user through a
very limited region of cyberspace.
-
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Visu?! M& Erowse!

The VisuaI Web Browser is expected to be the next
generation tool for Web navigation. It views the whole
Hypertext is a type of database that has active cross- cyberspace as one graph-a h ~ g eand dynamic growing
references and allows the reader to "jumpn to other parts : graph which is partially unkncwn. At any time, a tiny
of the database as desired. This makes the reading (and subset of the huge graph is known and a picture of this
writing) process non-sequential. A hypertez database can . subset is displayed on the screen. Exploration of the huge
be conceptualized as a network of nodes and links, where . graph proceeds by changing the subset of the huge
documents are the nodes and the links are cross-referenc- graph. This allows the user to visually browse through
es. We name these documents as hyper-documents, and : the web with a sense of "space". The Visual Web Browser
these cross-references as hyperlink. The underlyirg data explores the huge graph by quickly tracking the subset of
modei of this hypertext network can be viewed as a very . the huge graph based on the focus of the user, and procomplex graph; it is a partially unknown huge gaph.
vides the user with a dynamic visual map for guiding the
The World Wide Web (WWW; is a kind of hypertext web journey.
For more iqkniation, database. The amount of infcrmation now available
The Visual Web Browser is like an online geographicontact
t3rough the WWW has grown explosively. An increasing - cal map. Geographical mmaps do not offer you informaMac Lii? fluang
n u ~ b e rof tools are also available to assist the user to . tion on every geographical feature. Some of it is filtered,
mao~in@50c,~.uts.eduU17%)Eanage an6 access information on the WWW. One of the
thematically, or by the scale. Too much in a map makes
d

it unreadabie. While traveling with the aid of a map, W i c d y we
focus in the regior, or neighborhood that anently surrounds us.
That d o w s us to decide if a turn at the next intersection is needed.
So our Visual Web Browser maps %e neighbsrkood of the web that
we are currently in, fiitering some of 'lize information.
The Visual Web Browser displays 5?e Iinks and paths frox document to document. This is a visualization that conveys the sense
of space and the sense of location with spatial dimensions. A sense
of proxinaity is represented by placing nodes in proportion to the
measurements of timeicost of retrieviig a page, The v2sudization is
animated to preserve the sense of orien3.tion. As we move in qberspace, new nodes are smoothly added into the mag and others
far i~ diametrica! dimtion fade away.

An online animated visndizec It antomatidy displays a sequence of web sub-graphs with smooth animation foilowing the user's orientztioc. It adapts om d i n e exploratory visu&a"Lin technique. It does not pre-dezne the geometrical stnzctwe of a specific
web site (a parr of cyberspace); instead it incrementally calculates
and inaintains a small visualization of a subset of cyberspace online. This featme enables the user to I o g i d y exglore the entire qberspace without requiring the whoie ~~~~~~e sf the cyberspace to
be known.
A fast accessible Iinikage server: To quickly obtain the lidcage
information (the neighborhood of the focused URL) for dynami~lIy
creating the visualization, we need afmt 1zccessi6k /inkage semer.
This server is separated. from the main web server. It a n quickly
find and produce the entire nei@~borhoodof a given focus node. In
its basic operation, Cne server accepts a query of an CRL of the Gser
clicked focus node. and then rebrns a Iist of all pages thatare
pointed to, from the page representing the focus node.
An information ,Silter: To reduce the complexity of Cle web
graph, we provide aJItenng mechanism to remove unnecessary information (links and nodes) from the visudization, and on$ retair,

42 infarmation UuUcoh
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tbe essential part oaf the web graph. This simplified visudiza~ianis
a tree stmctue. We <?en use the d i n e animated visua!izer to
main&in the user's orlentation fe: web exploraMon.

eniine ,+ima:ea

.i+jj",:aiize:

The vis'd:zation technique adopted in CTe online animated visualizer, known as QFDAV provides a xajcr depamre from traditional visualization xei?ods. It allows the zser to visuzlize the entire cyberspace that is available through the h~er-mediasystem,
but does not require <ye whole web graph to be k ~ o w nIt. assames
that the amount of daZ that can be effectively displayed at one
time is oniy a tiny subset of the available cyberspace. So it does not
predefine the geometry of %e whole visu&za*;ion at once (the user
can navigate logically); instead k iccrementaIIy calculates and
maintaim a smail kxd alsudizatian odir,e, correspormding to the
change of the focus pzge of the user.
We xse a force-directed algorithm to & ~ Mthis
J sub-graph and. the
iogid neighborlxood tree zroznd this sab-graph. %e logid xi&borhood tree of the focus nodes gives &e user a dear idea of where
they are m d kelps them to dedde w k r e they sshosid go next. it provides a die& visud aid piding the user far krther navigation.
VJe use muitiple animation to giide the zser between vkws;
<ley make the transitions naturdy and smoctNy. The ckmge of
C?e user's xentd map can be na%raEy foEowe6 with the animated
mo"Lins sf the updates. In the user's visual sense, there is only one
animated image. Z ~ i sgreatly rehces the cogitive effort in reforming 51e user's rnectzl ma? after each 2ansformatioa. We dso
adopt a graphical history tail that contains a. sequence of ~ e v i c u s
focus nodes. It traces the sub-graphs that the user has visited and
assists in backtracking <ireugh the web graph. In addiMcn, the
transition from the picture of one logical fraine to the rext should
preserve the mental map, that is, the difference betweer, saccessive
Cra-dngs shou!d be s n d encugh that the zser perceives the Zan&on to be smooth.

:?i.mawq
This article in"Lrodwesa new apprcafh to web browser desigr?.
This design integrates t h e components: the o n k e animated visualizer, the linkage server, and the information f&e: The online mLmated visuaiier provides the we: a sequence of acirnated d:av~ings of web sub-graph that d y n a x i d y follows 5 ~ user's
e
fomses
in the process of navigation. Each web sub-graph is forxed by using the linkage sewer to search %e foca mde's neighlborhood and
uskg the information filter to remove some unimpoytax nodes =:_d
edges for navigation.
T?e YisuaI Web BYOYJS~Y
provides users a d m ~ visual
c
map to
guide their web jorrmey.
mzp gives the user a seme of "space"
while the user is browsing am2 naviga"L:agLqe Wor!d WiGe VJeb.
The practice of Visud P?eb Browser has shown Ciat it is an effective 331 for web aavigation and infarmzttion discovery of aay
type of isrge data spaces. The experience of using Yimllal We6
Browser has d s o demonstrated that it is worthwk~ile.and is a
good technique t3at can be applied in any sub-area of software
engineericg and data engineerkg for the genera: purpose sf nfor&E
mation dscovery.

The long-awaited Katicnd %search Coimcil's (NRC)
Dilemma: htellectua! Propeej in the
rep&, ~"lei@'t1~2
Iflomation A@?, from the Comnrittee on Intellectual
Propem Rig& and tke Emerging Iinformalion Infrastxc+
d. i e is now availabie. It is the result of a two year study
by the Committee of the NRC's Computer Science m d
Telecommnications Board, The committee was a dtverse
goup, a microcosm of a11 of tke staleholders in dig&$
copyright issues. The report raises a nazber of inporn?',
concerns and calk for further s?~dyand debate ic a variety 3f areas.
p

For more i#ormation,
contact
L a m Ga-away
@QJPSW~~@A~C.&).

Tfie D&italDilemma recognizes the differe~cesin :he
analog and digM wcrids. Specificaily, the increased pcssibiliiy of access to digital works f ~ o mnazy lyoints as cpposed to access only where the physical copy is located.
In the digital wogd, distance from &e copy becomes inelevar:t. Farther, one a n produce perfect copies from
works in digital format. When 2 user downloads a digital

'

.

work m d prints or makes disk copies, each of these copies is a perfect copy. There is nc denigatior, of quality as
cccgrs with today's photocopying technology. Viizi.1~accessibiiity can be increased because sf t5e 8vailaElity of
dig&: formats, it also makes private capying of these
works easier and more difficult to detect. This is a. significant problem for the copyright holder. MJ& of this is
well-known in the iiSrary community, but this repoA simply uses these factors as a staging point far discussion.
fie Dzsial Dilemma begins wit?: an excellen: review
of the views of various stakekolders k copyright. I', recopizes thzt not are only copyrigkt holders' rights importan: but also those of y~biiclikaries, archives, museums
and tiie public at k g e . Movement f x m fne analog to the
digital world raises serious concerns fcr all of these
goups. Tke debate amoxg lg?ese g~ocpsis LiaraCerized
by agreement on some issues, but too often discussions
end in acrimony. Perhaps t2e reason is :he confiict in wlaes between fne riglnts' holders and the users of copyrighted works. especially those who advocate pub!ic acto
cess to in%rmatio~.Copyi9;iCL owners ceaiciy -~vm:^t
preserve and expand thex mar'&ets.T5e report recognizes, howevex, tkat riot aE acthers share these sane vahes;
for example, acadezic au<hrs often want wide disse~inazion of their works and are GO: so concerned. about
market protection.
Gsers of copyrighted works have a different view entirely. Becase copyrigiited works beccme part of the social and cuiturai record cf a civnization, p ~ & access is
especialiy impoFtnt to Iibrariacs. The licensing of digital
resources 3.s opposed to purchase of the work %reatens
jiublic access, a core vahe of iibrarizns, and perhaps a
mre vahe for the p~biicat large. Nst orJy is p~biicaccess
'Lireacened, but the r e p t raises a concerri that p ~ b l i ciiIjraries t;iemselves majj be at risk.
information needs 3 be ccmmuaicated and shared to
be vduable. Certainly, copyright hojders deserve fzir
compensation for their works, but !icensing may or may
not be fak.
Dee of the sigsiZcant differences between acaiog and
digtzl works is Ciat one can rrse a non-electroriic wcrk
wi5iout making a copy of that w o k If C?e work is in digital forma:: this is not m e . The way computers functbon
req~iresmaking a ccpy when a work is accessed. Even to
view a awLl on the screen requbes the computer tc make
a corn in b7A,sR so that the work can be viewed.
Copyrigkt Iaw deals with the making of copies. Crie of

the excli~siverights sf the copyright holder is the right of reproduction. bui fair use and other exemptions to the exclusive rights or"
the copyright holder sometimes excuse a user's reproduction of a
work. fie Dlpital Dilemma suggest that copyright law's focus on
making a ccpy may simply no longer be relevant since access by
computers by their nature xake copies, but these ephemeral copies
are not signi5csnt and shoould not be considered infringing copies
The report suggests that with electronic works, reproduction is not
a good predictor of infringement. Instead, the focus should be or.
the use that will be made of the co?y. So, the cornittee suggests
that c o p y ~ i p~etc t i o n 5e reexamined to consider izow copyrighr
could function without the notion of copying. This is a very creative
and power%i suggestion.
There are other issues discussed in the report that are interesting tc librariazs, For example, fie DigitaI Dilemma calls for pubIishers to stop makicg overstatements in their warnhgs on copyrighted works swing that no reproduction of a particular work may
be xade at ali. ?he report points out that these statements are inaccurate because of fair use ar.d other exemptions in the Copyright
Act. The h a m xhese statements do to users is considerable and
they affect the level and content of the debate between the user an6
the rights holder communities.
Another issue sf interest to libraries is the call for education of
user corr:n;unitics. The report suggests that an education program
for tne g n e r d public would be of great value if it focuses not only
on infrirr_genertt issues but also on explaining the benefits that
mwm.inf~~rrna~iuna~~tIooh~i:um

copyright law provides to all stakeholders. If users are supposed to
comply with the Copyright Act, then the law should be easier to understand and should make more sense than it currently does.
The Digital Dilemma addresses a number of other important
matters without reaching a conclusion but suggesting them for further debate and consideration: (I) whether fair use is an affirmative right or a defense to copyright infringement, (2) the lack of
preservation of digital works by either publishers or libraries, (3)
whether different types of works might be afforded different rights
than others, for example, motion pictures might require greater protection than some other categories of works, and (4) whether employing technological protections to these works may be counterproductive and simply encourage users to t
y to get around these
protections. The interaction between intellectual property laws and
the First Amendment, contract law, communications policy and the
like is also recommended for further stxdy.
The Digz'ta! Dilemma is an excellent study which is much more
balanced in approach than the White Paper Xibrarians in all types
of libraries will find it readable and informative. It is an important
work for setting the agenda for future discussions on copyright law
and policy in the digital age as it recognizes that the issues are not
soleiy legal or economic. There are also important public policy issues at stake.
[t is now available in print and on the Internet. See <http:lI
www.napledul>. The report is avaiiable from the National
Academy Press for $34.36 if purchased via the web,
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